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ItвЂ™s all about value
THE VALUE of trade union membership comes through as a strong theme in this issue of
Work & Life. On the positive side, MARTINA OвЂ™LEARYвЂ™s piece on the election outcome
highlights how union campaigning influenced the new programme for government on
important issues like the minimum wage, privatisation, Croke Park and public service
numbers. And NIALL SHANAHAN outlines the anatomy of the recent cabin crew dispute,
where the people involved conclude that it demonstrated the vital role of unions in
protecting reasonable working conditions.
On the other side of the coin, BERNARD HARBORвЂ™s piece about attacks on unions across
the globe concludes that they are rooted in a determination to row back on ordinary
peoplesвЂ™ living standards and workplace rights. We also outline how union membership
can help you when redeployment becomes an issue in your workplace.
At the hard end of public and community service delivery, MARTINA OвЂ™LEARY speaks
to staff from our homelessness services while, on the career front, ISOBEL BUTLER has
some top tips on getting through that important interview.
Meanwhile, TRISH OвЂ™MAHONY is getting all ethical about her fashion, and finding out
that you can look good and still sleep at night. KAREN WARD has a spring in her step
as she advises on cheap and effective exercise regimes, while MARGARET HANNIGAN
puts up a slightly less-than-watertight argument that, in some circumstances, chocolate
might actually be good for you. Who cares?
ItвЂ™s a busy time in the garden for JIMI BLAKE but, with May looming, KEVIN NOLAN is
more concerned about the lost magic of the FA cup and the perilous financial state of
our own soccer teams, including the sad demise of council-run Sporting Fingal who we
featured a couple of issues back.
Finally, you might associate bankers with cooking the books, but we have the story
of former investment banker AMANDA BROBYN whoвЂ™s now writing them. DonвЂ™t miss
your chance to win a copy of her new novel, or any of the other fabulous prizes in this
issueвЂ™s competitions.
IMPACT trade union
IMPACT is is among IrelandвЂ™s most influential unions with
over 65,000 members in the public services and elsewhere.
We represent staff in the health services, local authorities, education, the civil service,
the community sector, aviation, telecommunications and commercial
and non-commercial semi-state organisations.
Find out more about IMPACT on
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That was thenвЂ¦
STRANGE WORLD
10 years ago
Office dog days
CYNICS MIGHT say that a decent marketing outfit can commission an opinion survey
guaranteed to come up with the results you want. If so, you have to take your hat
off to British office design company Maris Interiors, whose latest recession-friendly
initiative looks set to get tongues and tails a-wagging.
According to their вЂ�recent survey,вЂ™ 85% of working
dog lovers secretly long to bring their pooches to the
office. But only 5% have ever plucked up courage
to do so, presumably for fear of ending up in the
dog house, or even being hounded out of the job by
dogmatic bosses. Cue excited tail-wagging followed
by mortgage default.
But wait! According to the вЂ�researchвЂ™ a вЂ�surprisingвЂ™
(their word, not ours) 38% said theyвЂ™d consider
changing jobs if it meant they could bring their canine
companions to work. And an вЂ�incredibleвЂ™ (our word, not
theirs) 16% of dog owners would give up one weekвЂ™s holiday, and an вЂ�unbelievableвЂ™
(us again) 14% would even take a pay cut, if the boss agreed to provide doggie day
care.
But down boys. Non-dog owners arenвЂ™t quite so enthusiastic about the idea. Worried
about fleas, chewed cables, allergies and вЂ“ how to put it? вЂ“ poo, over two-thirds say
theyвЂ™d be unhappy to share the office with other peopleвЂ™s mutts.
ThatвЂ™s that, then. Or, as Maris InteriorsвЂ™ perceptive chairman Michael Howard put it:
вЂњWe should perhaps be a little cautious about encouraging dogs in the workplace.
Whilst they might boost morale for the dog-lovers, we have to respect the views of
the majority of employees who donвЂ™t have dogs and donвЂ™t want their cables chewed!вЂќ
The point of the вЂ�researchвЂ™? No point. Except to get the words вЂ�Maris InteriorsвЂ™ into
print. Job done then. As they say down the local kennels: вЂњThatвЂ™s pedigree, chumвЂќ l
On 22nd March 2001 an outbreak of
foot-and-mouth disease is declared on
the Cooley Peninsula in Louth. A massive
operation to stop it spreading includes
a ban on walking in public parks. In
Britain, 2,000 cases are reported and
seven million sheep and cattle are
killed in an attempt to halt the disease.
Ireland is declared foot-and-mouth вЂ�freeвЂ™
in September.
In June, Irish votersВ reject the Nice
Treaty on a low 34% turnout. A second
referendum backs the Treaty in October
2002, following the European Council
declaration
on
IrelandвЂ™s
military
neutrality.
20 years ago
LatviaВ andВ EstoniaВ vote
for
independence from the Soviet Union
in March 1991. The same month sees
theВ Birmingham SixВ freed after 16
years of wrongful imprisonment. The
wrongful convictions of theВ Maguire
SevenВ are quashed in June.
50 years ago
CIA-trained Cuban exilesВ attempt to
invade southern Cuba and overthrow
Fidel Castro in April 1961. The Bay of
Pigs invasionВ is supported by the USA
and the conflict paves the way for the
Cuban missile crisis a year later.
In June, Prince RainierВ andВ Princess
GraceВ of В MonacoВ take tea in a cottage
nearВ Newport, County Mayo, which was
the home from which the PrincessвЂ™s
grandfather John Henry Kelly set off
for America almost 100 years before.
80 years ago
On 3rd March 1931 The Star-Spangled
BannerВ is adopted as theВ USВ national
anthem. The firstВ Saint PatrickвЂ™s
DayВ parade is held in theВ Irish Free
State on 17th March. Less than a month
later, theВ second Spanish republicВ is
proclaimed
after
republicans
win
municipal elections. The republicans
lead the legal Spanish government until
they are defeated by FrancoвЂ™s military
rebellionВ in theВ Spanish Civil War.
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IMPACT people
Coming down from
LifeвЂ™s getting back to normal for
BARRY CUNNINGHAM who, as
chair of IMPACTвЂ™s Cabin Crew
branch, led FebruaryвЂ™s dispute
which successfully stopped
the imposition of anti-family
working practices.
Family
IвЂ™m from a big Carrickmacross family and
have five sisters. After leaving school I worked
as a bar manager in the Guinness visitorsвЂ™
centre for two years before joining Aer Lingus
14 years ago. IвЂ™m studying for a professional
diploma in employment law in UCD.
The job
Cabin crew is a fantastic job, a very challenging job
and, increasingly, a very tiring job. The conditions have
changed so much after numerous cost-cutting plans
since 2001. The length of our day has increased and
time off has fallen. You go home from really long duties,
including transatlantic, and you can be back at work
at 5am for another 10-hour day. ItвЂ™s difficult to keep a
work-life balance.
But itвЂ™s the nature of the job. WeвЂ™re there to
greet and look after passengers and thereвЂ™s
a great comradery among the crew. u
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37,000 feet
Working shifts
so badly, but it gave you the determination to keep going.
ItвЂ™s a strain. Anyone who does shift work will tell you that.
Even more so if youвЂ™re in a confined cabin, at 37,000 feet.
The air quality is different. If you leave a piece of fruit out itвЂ™s
shrivelled up by the time you land. And thatвЂ™s what itвЂ™s doing
to your body over a long period of time.
I gained an awful lot of pride and respect in my colleagues,
from the most junior person to the most senior cabin crew.
They were all literally incredible. They knew they were being
treated unfairly and they stood together. And the IMPACT
officials pulled out all the stops.
Exotic places
Normal life
IвЂ™ve done a lot of travelling around the States, Australia, and
South Africa. My favourite place so far was New Zealand. I
spent three weeks there, travelling around the south island.
It was absolutely stunning, particularly the Marlborough wine
region.
After the dispute I had to train myself back into normality.
It went from a huge high to a relative low. It has firmly
cemented why itвЂ™s so important to be in a union, and why
it is so important to stand together and united. If we hadnвЂ™t
been united we wouldnвЂ™t have got where we are now. ThatвЂ™s a
really important message to everyone in a trade union. ThatвЂ™s
the reason you are in a union.
IвЂ™ve never been to Paris or Rome, although IвЂ™d like to go to
both. We get travel concessions but I donвЂ™t use them unless I
have a bulk of time off. When you have a few days off, the last
thing you want to see is a suitcase or an airport.
Movies
IвЂ™m a huge Star Wars fan. I could probably start from the
beginning of Gone With The Wind and go to the end. Bette
Davis is fantastic. So is Meryl Streep. I love black and white
movies.
Christina Carney
IвЂ™ve always had the utmost respect for Chris, though there are
times I want to kill her and vice versa. The whole way through
sheвЂ™s been the backbone of the cabin crew and without her
we wouldnвЂ™t be where we are today. I think this should be
acknowledged.
вЂњIf we hadnвЂ™t been united we wouldnвЂ™t have got where we are now.
ThatвЂ™s a really important message to everyone in a trade union.
ThatвЂ™s the reason you are in a union.вЂќ
Eating
A secret
I love fish. I always look for a really good seafood restaurant.
Socially IвЂ™m very shy. People will laugh when they read that,
but I would be very shy meeting someone I like.
I run when I get a chance. I used to do long-distance but IвЂ™m
not as fit as I used to be. ThereвЂ™s a national forest park near
where I live and I run around there when I get a chance. I read
a lot of biographies. IвЂ™m a huge JFK fan.
The dispute
IвЂ™ve grown an awful lot during this dispute. I made a conscious
decision to do as much of the talking as possible at the
general meetings because cabin crew knew me and I knew
them. I found it very difficult but my confidence increased.
It was only afterwards that you realised how much it took out
of you. I had just four hours sleep a night. The phone was on
from 5am until midnight. Some of the people coming in for
disciplinary meetings broke down in tears. They were treated
Perfect pint
IвЂ™d love to go for a pint with Eunice Kennedy Shriver. She set
up the Special Olympics from her back garden. I think that is
phenomenal. That was one of IrelandвЂ™s brightest days, even
hearing her speech. She was a frail woman, but full of gusto.
Tough going
What got me through the dispute was the other members
of the committee, but particularly our vice chair Zita Wall.
We became almost like a husband and wife team. During the
dispute I think Zita saw me more than she saw her husband.
Interview by Martina OвЂ™Leary. Read more about the successful
cabin crew dispute on page ten l
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Relaxing
PROTECTION in uncertain times
ThereвЂ™s real VALUE in belonging to IMPACT
and itвЂ™s never been more important to you.
l IMPACT led the negotiations that resulted in the Croke Park deal, which protects union members
against compulsory redundancies and further pay cuts during the recession.
l IMPACT worked to win support for the deal from political parties, which helped ensure that it survived the IMF,
the Budget and the election.
l Now IMPACT is working with its local branches across the country to ensure that union
members are protected as staff numbers fall, services are reorganised,
and organisations are abolished or merged.
l IMPACT is campaigning with other organisations for a brighter economic
and social future for Ireland.
l IMPACT is there for you if you have problems with your employer in these difficult times.
IMPACT IS YOUR VALUABLE FRIEND IN
THESE DIFFICULT AND UNCERTAIN TIMES.
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The people speak
What these men have
planned for you
What an election! Now MARTINA
OвЂ™LEARY examines what the new
government has in store for us
IMPACT MEMBER Ciara Conway is now WaterfordвЂ™s first
female TD for 50 years. It was an amazing election for
the social worker, who most recently worked on policy and
change management with Barnardos.
вЂњI made the decision not to go to the count. I heard Ruairi
Quinn goes to the cinema, but I turned on the local radio
to hear the first tally.вЂќ It didnвЂ™t look good. вЂњI went to town
without the phone and had hot chocolate with my daughter.
Eventually I went to my parentsвЂ™ house and they were dancing
around the kitchen saying вЂ�Where have you been? The exit
polls are out and they look goodвЂ™.вЂќ
WaterfordвЂ™s first new TD wasnвЂ™t declared until 9.30pm. вЂњAt
one stage there were eight votes between me and the next
candidate. But when my running mate was eliminated I got
his transfers and eventually took the third seat for Labour. As
a young single mum and a frontline health worker, IвЂ™m not a
typical politician. But people wanted change and that means
we need different people in the DГЎil,вЂќ she says.
History was certainly in the making on election day.
After months of bad news, the public finally had its say
with an impressive 70% turnout. Just in case you were on
another planet on 25th February, Fine Gael made history by
becoming the biggest party, Labour gained an historic 37
seats while Fianna FГЎil dived to an
unprecedented low of 20.
We have an utterly changed
DГЎil that sees Sinn FГ©in
on 14 seats, the far-left
United Left Alliance
on five and a motley
crew of independents
ranging across the
political landscape.
The Greens are gone
for now at least. u
Elected: Ciara Conway.
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The people speak
Retired IMPACT member Eric Byrne also won for Labour in
Dublin South Central. And I caught up with a third TD with
IMPACT pedigree, Michael Colreavy, former Sligo branch
secretary and new Sinn FГ©in TD for Sligo-North Leitrim. After
another tense count, he had to wait until 3am to gain his seat.
вЂњMy election was a little bit against the odds. Many people
didnвЂ™t think Sinn FГ©in could win a seat in Sligo-North
Leitrim. But IвЂ™m a long time campaigning and we had more
engagement on the doors that we ever had before. ThereвЂ™s a
lot of genuine pain and hurt out there and my role will be to
make life better for the people we met on the doors,вЂќ he says.
Mandate
With over 55% of the popular vote, the new Fine Gael-Labour
coalition can claim a robust mandate for its comprehensive
programme, which contains many compromises between
the electoral platforms of the two parties. IMPACT and other
unions have welcomed the reversal in the national minimum
wage cut. They are less comfortable with other policies, like
plans for a review of the вЂ�Joint Labour CommitteeвЂ™ system,
which sets wage floors in certain low-paid sectors.
вЂњAs a young single mum and a frontline
health worker, IвЂ™m not a typical politician.
But people wanted change.вЂќ
Both parties say they are committed to Croke Park. Their
programme substantially reduces Fine Gael plans for 30,000
public service job cuts. But its objective of a 22-25,000
reduction by 2015 is a significant increase on LabourвЂ™s
projected figure. It also rules out compulsory redundancies
in the public service and substantially reduces the scale of
Fine GaelвЂ™s proposed privatisation plans. The deal says в‚¬2
billion worth of вЂњnon-strategicвЂќ state
assets will be targeted for sale, a
huge decrease in earlier Fine
Gael plans that envisaged
the possible sell-off of в‚¬7
billionвЂ™s worth.
However, the document
says the new Government
will open up the delivery
of public services to a
range of providers вЂњwhere
appropriateвЂќ and pledges
to review civil and public
service grading structures,
reduce the number of
management grades, and
remove barriers to mobility
across the public services.
On tax, the new Government
intends to maintain current
income tax rates, bands and
credits but says it will вЂњreduce,
cap or abolish property tax
Sinn FГ©inвЂ™s Michael Colreavy.
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IMPACT members at Tir Na nOg early education centre invited Dublin
North West candidates to hear their concerns about cuts and closures.
Pictured (with kids) Pat Carey of Fianna FГЎil and John Lyons of Labour.
reliefs and other tax shelters which benefit very high earnersвЂќ
and implement a minimum effective tax rate of 30% for very
high earners. It will keep the 12.5% corporate tax rate.
It intends to consider various options for a site valuation tax
and will introduce water charges based on metering, with a
вЂ�free allowance.вЂ™ It has pledged no cuts in child benefit or
social welfare rates and a welcome review of the universal
social charge вЂ“ another trade union priority.
Engaged
IMPACT isnвЂ™t linked to any political party and it doesnвЂ™t
make political donations. But the union has made a point of
engaging with all the major political parties. Most recently
it asked them to set out their polices on key issues during
the election. This led to an unprecedented 10,000 downloads
from the unionвЂ™s website in 48 hours.
General secretary Shay Cody makes the obvious point that
the change of Government hasnвЂ™t changed the economic
fundamentals, but says the dialogue will continue. вЂњIMPACT
has already indicated its willingness to engage with the
Government on the issues that matter most to our members
and those who rely on the services they provide. ItвЂ™s not about
special pleading, but it is crucial that all political parties,
whether in Government or opposition, understand where we
are coming from before they take positions,вЂќ he said.
Jobs were top of the union agenda going into the election
and, with unemployment touching 15%, itвЂ™s likely to stay
there. The new administration promises to establish a вЂ�jobs
fundвЂ™ in its first hundred days and says planned changes to
VAT and PRSI will be jobs-friendly. Unions will want to see
that plans for 15,000 additional training, work experience
and educational placements donвЂ™t morph into cheap labour
that displaces existing jobs.
In health, the Government promises universal health u
although Labour leader Eamon Gilmore has said the measure
would allow local authorities bid for waste services that are
currently provided by private companies.
Photo: Conor Healy
Peter Nolan also worries about a shift in direction for water
services. вЂњIMPACT will want to ensure that this doesnвЂ™t mean
privatisation, which would be detrimental to the Irish people
as well as to those who deliver services. There is a lot of
international experience, including immediately across the
border, to show that privatisated water services mean lower
quality at higher cost,вЂќ he said.
insurance with future access to services on the basis of need
and payment according to ability to pay. It says the principle
of social solidarity will underpin new legislation and that
the system, guaranteed by the State, wonвЂ™t be subject to
European or national competition law.
IMPACT national secretary for health Louise OвЂ™Donnell gave
a broad welcome to the plans. вЂњIt will need to be highly
regulated and there are concerns about the cost to the
individual. In places like Holland, which served as a model for
Fine GaelвЂ™s pre-election policy, insurance companies operate
on a not-for-profit basis. ThatвЂ™s not the case here, with the
exception of the VHI,вЂќ she says.
вЂњUnions will want to see that plans
for 15,000 additional training, work
experience and educational placements
donвЂ™t morph into cheap labour that
displaces existing jobs.вЂќ
Concerns
Plans to abolish the widely-unloved HSE could also cause
concerns. вЂњThe health sector has been through a lot of
changes with no chance for them to bed down. This will have
to be managed far better if they want the desired outcome,вЂќ
says Louise.
Plans to review the вЂ�local government efficiency review,вЂ™ which
aims to share and centralise administrative services, have also
got nerves jangling. вЂњYouвЂ™d be a bit wary of a situation where
one team of staff is looking after the interests of councillors
in both Mayo and Roscommon. WhoвЂ™s going to get the lionвЂ™s
share of the services? ThereвЂ™s a danger that it will be the one
who shouts the loudest with Roscommon faring less well if,
for instance, Mayo had the higher-powered politicians,вЂќ says
Peter Nolan, head of IMPACTвЂ™s local government division.
Of immediate concern is the specific pledge to introduce
competitive tendering for local waste collection services,
The union will also be keeping a close watch for any plans to
sell off State forests amid speculation that economist Colm
McCarthy is to recommend the sale of Coillte. вЂњIn Britain,
both Margaret Thatcher and the more recent Conservativeled Government had to back off from selling their forests,вЂќ
says general secretary Shay Cody l
IMPACTвЂ™s election
IMPACTвЂ™S ELECTION campaign proved extremely popular
with members and other election-watchers. The union isnвЂ™t
affiliated to any political party, but it did advise members
to favour candidates that support public services, jobs,
fair taxation and workersвЂ™ rights.
During the election IMPACT asked the major parties to
outline their policies on issues important to its members
and their families. These ranged from public service
reform and pay to health and education. The responses
from the parties were downloaded in their thousands
from the IMPACT website before election day and the
results were reported in national newspapers like the Irish
Independent.
The union emailed a number of election bulletins to
members, informing them of the partiesвЂ™ developing
positions on key issues. And it produced a list of core
questions to help members quiz election candidates on
the doorstep.
Meanwhile, a number of IMPACT branches sprang into
action. The Mayo branch set up a meeting with Taoiseachto-be Enda Kenny, while the Cork branch held its own
public meeting at which local candidates were quizzed
on issues from pay to public services. Staff in Dublin
education centres made sure local candidates understood
their concerns over cuts.
At the start of the election, IMPACT general secretary Shay
Cody said it was vital to focus on candidates whose parties
could be in Government. вЂњGovernmentвЂ™s determine our
standards of living and our childrenвЂ™s future, not opposition
parties. We are not telling people how they should vote, but
we intend to help members assess and determine where
the next government stands on the issues that affect them
and their families the most,вЂќ he said l
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Unions protect
Brave crew deliver
Earlier this year cabin crew showed
why union membership matters after
Aer Lingus tried to impose anti-family
working rosters. After the dust settled,
NIALL SHANAHAN spoke to some of
the people at the heart of the dispute.
accepted the plan the following March, cabin crew agreed to
increase their flying hours, which form part of their overall
working time, from 700 to 850 per year.
IN THE depths of JanuaryвЂ™s deep winter chill, a storm was
brewing at Aer Lingus. It was heading towards Dublin, Cork
and Shannon airports and, when it landed, it didnвЂ™t blow over
quickly. For three long and uncertain weeks, 1,300 members
of cabin crew stuck together, battened down the hatches and
faced it down.
вЂњIt became increasingly stressful and I was aware that staff
morale was getting lower. It wasnвЂ™t unusual for me to work
50 hours over five days, working doubles to and from Europe.
Those kinds of work patterns just left crew exhausted, it was a
difficult time for everyone,вЂќ says Ruth OвЂ™Sullivan, a cabin crew
member for four years.
Hundreds were taken off the payroll and many were threatened
with the sack. Company management spent a fortune leasing
aircraft and crew as it waged war against its own staff. Against
a backdrop of political meltdown in Leinster House, cabin
crew fought to save their jobs and retain a measure of decency
in their working conditions. And they succeeded.
IMPACT official Christina Carney, whoвЂ™s worked with cabin crew
since 2001, says managementвЂ™s imposed changes came after a
difficult series of cost-cutting programmes had resulted in в‚¬30
million in savings. As a result, June 2010 was the airlineвЂ™s most
successful month ever in terms of passenger yields and it was
back in profit in the final quarter of 2010. u
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The dispute goes back to the вЂ�GreenfieldвЂ™ cost saving plan,
introduced by the company in November 2009. When they
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Then, at the height of last summerвЂ™s travelling season,
management imposed substantial changes to rosters. The
roster changes, which werenвЂ™t included in вЂ�Greenfield,вЂ™ saw
most cabin crew working long, unpredictable and exhausting
hours, with virtually no rest on many routes.
Difficult
Gxxxxx
together
вЂњThat was achieved on the basis of the existing contracts and
rules, so it was clearly unnecessary to abolish our agreements
on flying time. The new rosters allowed cabin crew to work
60 hours over a seven-day period. Crews on European routes
ended up working very long shifts without breaks. Quite frankly,
cabin crew had had enough,вЂќ she says.
After a series of fruitless engagements with the company, a
work-to-rule got underway in mid-October.
вЂњThe point we were making was that the 850 flying hours could
be delivered under the existing rules. So it made no sense to
cause disruption or delay to flights. Throughout the work-torule cabin crew members were steadily increasing the number
of flight hours, and by the end of the year these had already
hit an average of 830. Even during the appalling weather
conditions in November and December, the work
to rule didnвЂ™t cause any flight disruptions,вЂќ
says Chris.
The union expected a heavy handed management response
once passenger volumes dipped after Christmas. In midJanuary, crew were told theyвЂ™d be put of duty and removed
from the payroll if they refused to work the new rosters.
D-day was 17th January and Christina addressed a packed
meeting of members at Dublin airport on the Sunday afternoon
before. There was apprehension among the crew, but it was
clear they meant to stick to their guns. вЂњIt was a brave and
difficult decision for each and every cabin crew member to
take, but they were going to stick together and face down the
threats,вЂќ says Chris.
Intense media interest was growing. Some were speculating that
cabin crew would cave in once they realised management was
serious. With many journalists buying the company line that staff
were threatening disruption, it was vital for IMPACT to get out the
message that there was no strike (a word that continued to
appear in some headlines) and that flight disruptions were only
inevitable if management stood down its own staff who were
willing to work. u
Most thought it a bizarre own goal when management took the вЂ�face
of Aer LingusвЂ™, Aideen Walsh, off the payroll during the dispute.
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On the first Monday of the dispute, a Boston flight was
cancelled and the first 12 cabin crew were removed from their
duties and the payroll. Each day more cabin crew went the
same way. Yet, as the media and the public came to realise
that there was no strike and that suspended cabin crew were
continuing to report for work, the PR battle began to turn. And
while the numbers off payroll continued to climb, cabin crew
defied the employerвЂ™s expectations and stayed the course.
Cabin crew member Kevin Lyster later summed up the mood
among staff. вЂњWe felt very strongly that what the company was
doing was wrong. We were loyal, hardworking staff, ready to do
our duty, ready to serve the travelling public, and determined
to stick together,вЂќ he says.
In all, 320 workers were removed from payroll. Flights were
cancelled and, with the company leasing aircraft and crews to
maintain schedules, IMPACT estimated the daily cost to the
company was around в‚¬400,000. The company tried to rubbish
the unionвЂ™s figure, but has yet to say how much it was spending.
Public interest took another predictable turn
when Aideen Walsh was removed from payroll.
Aideen is the вЂ�faceвЂ™ of Aer Lingus on its Irish
website and sheвЂ™s pictured on the huge banner
draped across the companyвЂ™s Dublin airport
HQ. To many, this looked like a bizarre own-goal
on the companyвЂ™s part.
Meanwhile, managementвЂ™s mantra was
simply that they would not negotiate or go to
arbitration, even though these had delivered
significant savings through productivity gains
in the past. But, in the face of cabin crewвЂ™s
determination and shifting public opinion, the
company finally moved off its hard line stance
when ICTU and IBEC called for talks, and
the Labour Relations Commission got
involved again.
Christina says the outcome rids the rosters of the unacceptable
aspects that would have made a reasonable balance of career and
family commitments impossible. вЂњThe company underestimated
the unity and strength of cabin crew and, indeed, public support
for cabin crewвЂ™s case,вЂќ she says.
вЂњWhile it was an extremely difficult time, cabin crew showed
great determination as a group and there was universal
acknowledgement that this, along with the support of their
union, their families, their colleagues and others helped achieve
a satisfactory outcome. The value of union membership has
rarely been better expressed, and they have every good reason
to take pride in their own efforts,вЂќ says Chris. l
What the deal means
вЂў
вЂў
вЂў
вЂў
вЂў
вЂў
вЂў
вЂў
Duties canвЂ™t be changed by more than two hours on the day of duty, the situation prior
to the imposition of the new rosters.
Duties canвЂ™t be changed by more than three hours on the day before the rostered shift.
Controversial вЂ�doubleвЂ™ shifts will not be imposed.
Cabin crew can once again request a weekend off every two months.
Rosters must be planned with the objective of ensuring eight days off per month.
Cabin crew will not be forced to work 26 days away from base as proposed.
Management must work to ensure that meal breaks are facilitated
on short haul flights and will give a monetary compensation in cases where this is not possible.
An agreed system to allow crew to вЂ�bidвЂ™ for their preferred shifts will be introduced.
Leah Hearney (3) marched to Aer Lingus headquarters with her mum, and over
300 cabin crew staff and pilots, to tell the companyвЂ™s chief executive Christoph
Mueller that they were ready, willing and able to work, as the company continued
to remove workers from payroll.
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Own goal
The talks were tough, but they resulted in an agreed resolution
of most of the issues and satisfactory compromises on the
rest. And the union was satisfied that management would not
be able to impose unacceptable changes in future because an
вЂ�industrial peaceвЂ™ commitment obliged both sides to agree
future changes or resolve them through arbitration.
Opinion
Why unions are in
ItвЂ™s no coincidence that unions are under attack. Big business knows
your rights and income depends on them, says BERNARD HARBOR.
MY GUESS is that not many normal people read the Sunday
Independent business supplement. So you might have missed
an interesting piece on Sunday 13th March. Tucked away on
page four was a long, thin column topped with the Press
OmbudsmanвЂ™s logo, a sure sign that the newspaper was being
forced to report a ruling against something it had published.
The piece contained the details of a successful complaint
taken by environmental health officer and long-time IMPACT
activist Jackie Kelly against a 2010 article headlined
вЂ�Wasters,вЂ™ which purported to вЂ�revealвЂ™ how trade union вЂ�fat
catsвЂ™ were creaming off cash and perks by sitting on the
boards of State bodies.
Immediately after the piece was published, Jackie contacted
me to ask what she could do about it. She was an ordinary
worker who happened to have been nominated to the board
of Dublin Institute of Technology (DIT). ItвЂ™s an unpaid yet
fairly demanding position, which involves no trips or perks
and little in the way of expenses aside from reimbursement
of pay lost when she takes leave to sit on DIT interview
boards.
But, like a growing number of so-called independent
commentators and economists, his venom for trade
unions out-biles all else.
Irish problem?
Shortly after the publication of the now-officially
inaccurate Sindo article, another extraordinary attack
appeared in the house journal of global big business,
The Economist. Its apocalyptic front cover article with
accompanying editorial was headlined вЂ�The battle
ahead.
The battle? Rebuilding the economy
crippled by the greed of its corporate
paymasters, surely? Or perhaps reregulating the international financial
system to ensure that top bankers
never again destroy millions of lives
through their recklessness? Global
poverty, illiteracy, child mortality or
people-trafficking? Long shots for The
вЂњFor Economist readers, taking on trade unions, especially in the
public service, has been identified as humanityвЂ™s top challenge.вЂќ
After the Sindo refused to publish an apology, Jackie set
about taking a complaint to the Press Ombudsman, which
eventually found that the piece was untrue and inaccurate
and that the newspaper had not checked its facts.
The original Sindo article listed plenty of trade union people.
Indeed, IMPACT official Dessie Robinson also got a published
apology in the paper last December. He was cited in the piece
with the inference that he had taken expenses (he hadnвЂ™t)
and was unqualified to sit on the Health & Safety Authority
board despite years of experience and qualifications as a
health and safety expert and trainer.
What most interested me was why this lazy and poorlyresearched piece had focussed solely on board members
who happened to be trade unionists; a tiny fraction of
those on State boards and a miniscule proportion of board
representatives across the economy.
Satisfyingly, I got news of the OmbudsmanвЂ™s decision on
the day the articleвЂ™s co-author Shane Ross took up his DГЎil
seat as the new TD for South Dublin. In fairness, the rightwing ranter from the cosy Trinity cloisters (see how easy it
is to do?) is also apt to have a go at banks and politicians.
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Economist, but surely up among
the worldвЂ™s top challenges.
Sadly no. For Economist readers, taking on trade
unions, especially in the public service, has been identified as
humanityвЂ™s top challenge. Without mention of pay cuts, job
losses or pared-back public services in countries across the
globe, the unsigned articles urged Governments to legislate
against trade unions to clear the way for the dismantling of
bothersome worker protections.
Does it matter what they write? Ask the working people of
Wisconsin where the Republican governor recently pushed
through State legislation to eliminate union bargaining rights,
in contravention of international labour conventions. The
proposals provoked extraordinary scenes; thousands protesting,
hundreds occupying public buildings, and Democratic senators
on the run from police in an attempt to defeat the legislation by
withholding the necessary Senate quorum.
Governor Scott Walker pretended the measures were needed
to balance the books with $300 million worth of cuts, a
claim unions rejected because they were willing to negotiate
measures to deal with the deficit. But the law eventually u
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n the firing line
Tens of thousands of protestors staged a massive demonstration outside the Wisconsin State Capitol one day after Governor Scott Walker signed his
anti-union bill into law.
passed through a loophole that allowed Walker to claim it
would have no budgetary implications. This meant it didnвЂ™t
need the quorum, but also revealed that the true intention
was simply to remove negotiating rights from hundreds of
thousands of workers.
Republicans in Indiana and Ohio are preparing similar laws
in what the Irish Times described as an вЂњexistential battleвЂќ for
the unions.
Back home
The media and political attack on unions ainвЂ™t personal. I
know Jackie Kelly and Dessie Robinson and itвЂ™s hard to see
how they could have personally offended Shane Ross even in
the unlikely event that he had ever met them. The same goes
for David Begg and Jack OвЂ™Connor, who regularly attract his
ire in weekly Sindo rants.
But by attacking individual trade unionists, the libertarian right
hopes to weaken trade unions themselves; the organisations
that bought you paid holidays, maternity leave, workplace
safety, the minimum wage and much more. And unions
remain the only organised force capable of marshalling a
defence of these and other rights that are now under attack
from an increasingly-nasty form of capitalism that rather
fancies the Chinese idea of growth and profit without workersвЂ™
representation and rights вЂ“ or even democracy. The Times is
right to use the word вЂ�existential,вЂ™ not just for unions but for
the people they represent.
ItвЂ™s happening here too. Reports of the European Commission
meddling in the Irish pay minimums and wage bargaining (see
page 42) and the fast food industryвЂ™s constitutional challenge
to pay floors are part of the same pattern. If successful, the
latter could open the floodgates on every hard-won workplace
protection. If minimum wage rates are an unconstitutional
infringement of the right to the private property of your
employer or its shareholders, why not paid holidays, maternity
leave or sickness absence?
The fact that big business, the media and the political right
have identified unions as the first вЂњbattleвЂќ in this war on
your income and rights is significant. They understand the
protection that unions give at every level вЂ“ from representing
you, when your boss wants to relocate you, to the recent
successful union campaign to restore the value of the Irish
minimum wage.
They know the value trade unions deliver and they know that
depends on high levels of union membership. Workers need
to understand that too l
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Advertorial
2011 Flora WomenвЂ™s
Mini Marathon
2011 Flora WomenвЂ™s Mini Marathon
Join the race on Bank Holiday Monday 6th June 2011
This years entry fee includes a timing Tag for ALL categories.
THE FLORA Women's Mini
Marathon is the biggest all
women's event of its kind in
the world. It has grown steadily
in numbers since it began in
1983 with its popularity
increasing significantly over
the last few years.
Irish Lung
Foundation
www.irishlungfoundation.ie
Help us to fight
Lung Disease& Breathe
life into Lung Research
Run or walk for the
Irish Lung Foundation in the
Women's Mini Marathon
on Monday 6th June 2011
For Sponsorship cards & T Shirts:
Contact Freda at 01 87 49 767
Email: [email protected]
CALLING ALL MINIMARATHON PARTICIPANTS
WE ASK YOU TO CONSIDER
RUNNING FOR THE IRISH
DEAF SOCIETY IN THE 2011
MINI MARATHON
We have been supporting
the Deaf Community in
Ireland for 30 years.
With your help we can
continue for another 30!
For details telephone Janette 01 8309796
Irish Deaf Society, 30 Blessington Street, Dublin 7
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Nearly
780,000
women have entered
the event вЂ“ and the
Flora Women's Mini
Marathon had a record field of 40,397 in
2010. Charities are
the big winners. In
2010 it is estimated
that almost в‚¬14m
was raised by the
participants bringing
the total since the
race star ted in 1983
close to в‚¬137m. It is
now the biggest single
day charity event in
the country. The event
has no equals in its
appeal. Women of all
ages
representing
every county and
every walk of life take
part in this great
Festival of Women. No
pressure is put on
anyone вЂ“ all the
participants have to
do is get fit enough to
walk, jog or run the
10k. It is up to each
individual to set her
own target. Every
finisher is a winner вЂ“
and receives a commemorative medal and
ribbon to mark the
achievement l
For more information or
to apply for this yearвЂ™s
marathon, go to:
www.womensminimarathon.ie
Capuchin Day Centre for Homeless People,
29 Bow Street,
(Off Church St.) Dublin 7
Have fun, get fit and make a real difference in the lives of local
Dublin people with Multiple Sclerosis by joining the
вЂњMS TeamвЂќ in this yearКјs Mini Marathon, Monday 6th June.
You will receive a token gift from Nivea В and will also be entered into a draw
for to win a fabulous weekend break in the Ferrycarrig Hotel, Wexford.
Two out of every three people affected
by Multiple Sclerosis are women and
Ireland has one of the highest
incidences of MS in the world.
To get your sponsorship pack
please call 01 6781600 or e-mail
[email protected]
Join The Make-A-Wish Team for the
Flora Women's Mini Marathon on June 6th.
"The Make-A-Wish staff will be fit and ready for the event thanks to fitness guru Karl Henry."
When: Monday 6th June, 2011
Where: St Stephen's Green, Dublin
Join us for a pre-marathon get together in the Dandelion Bar,
St Stephen's Green between 12pm and 2pm to collect your Wish Star sunglasses
and for a group photo before heading to the starting line.
How: Email Anne on [email protected] or phone 01-2052012
If you register with Make-A-Wish before Tuesday the 26th April you will be entered
into a draw to win a fantastic Day Spa package for 2 people at ESPA at
The Ritz-Carlton Powerscourt, Co. Wicklow.
All participants must enter either on the official Entry Form which will
appear in the Evening Herald every Wednesday and Saturday
from 2nd March 2011, or online www.womensminimarathon.ie.
Public service
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IT COULD BE YOU.
Martin Crehan walks among the
Dublin crowds near Focus Ireland.
The expanding
business of homelessness
Demand for cash-strapped
homelessness services is soaring as
the recession pushes people onto
the streets. MARTINA OвЂ™LEARY
spoke to the service deliverers.
STANDING OUTSIDE the steel door entrance of DublinвЂ™s MerchantвЂ™s Quay drop-in centre on a freezing cold November
morning, waiting for a demonstration to kick off, I watched
as its homeless clients, some with panic on their faces, struggled to get through the crowd. I wondered what life was like
when you have nowhere to call home. What help is there? What
chance is there to get yourself back on your feet?
Though official figures categorise 2,400 Irish households as
homeless and show 120,000 on the social housing list, itвЂ™s
impossible to say how many people are temporarily bunked
up with friends or family, living on the streets, or in refuges
and bed and breakfasts. But everyone who works in the area
agrees that the recession is pushing the numbers up.
And, despite many stereotypes, homelessness happens to
people of all ages and backgrounds. It could be you. вЂњWeвЂ™re
all just a couple of pay cheques away from homelessness. A
marital breakdown, bereavement, mental health problems. If
something serious happens in our lives we could find ourselves without a roof over our heads,вЂќ according to IMPACT
member Martin Crehan who helps manage advice and information services for Focus Ireland in Dublin.
Across the country, IMPACT members provide services in a
range of agencies like Simon Communities, Focus Ireland,
Sophia Housing, the Salvation Army, Vincent de Paul, the De
Paul Trust and Crosscare. Between them they staff or deliver
rough sleeper teams, soup runs, emergency shelters, key
working and care planning, transitional and supported housing, resettlement, learning and development, aftercare, social
clubs and a range of other services. вЂ°
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And all of them are seeking funding from the same diminishing
pot, with cuts and redundancies
now a regular part of the scene.
Focus Ireland runs a day service
where homeless people can get
advice, information, referrals and
advocacy. вЂњWe also have a busy little restaurant that provides
healthy nutritious food at affordable prices,вЂќ says Martin.
Photo: Andrew Downes
Some work for, or are funded by, the HSE, which delivers
health services, welfare and in-house care. Others are funded
by or work directly for cash-strapped local authorities, which
are responsible for providing accommodation. All are as committed to the homeless people they serve as they are frustrated by poor resources.
A year ago they opened an extended day service in partnership
with the MerchantвЂ™s Quay project.
вЂњDuring last yearвЂ™s cold spell, the
cold weather initiative was organised as an emergency service to
run later into the night. People can
get dry and warm, have something hot to eat, and be picked up
by the night bus. Before there was
nothing after 5.30pm,вЂќ he says.
The staff emphasise their welcoming environment. вЂњA little
oasis of calm away from the
chaos of the streets,вЂќ as Martin
puts it. They come down hard on
any violence or attempted drugdealing. Though rare, violence
against staff sometimes happens.
Domestic violence
Although there is no simple explanation for homelessness,
family breakdown and addiction are often features. Domestic
violence is another major contributor, forcing women and children out of the home and into the refuge or B&B. The problem translates into hundreds of children living on the streets
of cities like Dublin, Cork, Limerick and Galway.
IMPACT member Helen Cousins says the refuge run by COPE
Galway is a place where women and their children can find
safety. вЂњPrimarily it keeps women and their children safe. We
help them by providing emotional support and information
on legal options, as well as housing and advocacy supports.
YouвЂ™re dealing with people in crisis. Working with people who
are under enormous pressure,вЂќ she says.
But there are good new stories too. вЂњOne case involved a
woman who had fled her home in another country because of
domestic violence, leaving everything behind. She stayed with
вЂњAs long as IвЂ™ve been involved weвЂ™ve
battled to provide services in organisations
characterised by poor funding and insecure
resources, knowing that the inadequate
support we do have could be taken
away at any time.вЂќ
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us for a time then secured a house and got a job. She turned
her life around. A positive outcome for a woman and her family makes it all worthwhile,вЂќ says Helen.
As in homelessness services across the country, demand has
soared. вЂњUnfortunately we have to turn people away more frequently and they are referred to
other services,вЂќ says Helen.
Every local authority is legally
obliged to produce a homeless
action plan and central Government allocated в‚¬164 million to
running homeless accommodation between 2008 and 2010.
Local authorities stumped up
another в‚¬16 million. ThatвЂ™s on
top of HSE funds.
Most of the cash goes to voluntary sector organisers who provide the services. But all State
budgets are under pressure
and that has meant funding
cuts. Services are under pressure. Pay was frozen two years
ago and most staff have suffered pay cuts.
Una OвЂ™Connor, secretary of IMPACTвЂ™s Boards and Voluntary
Agencies branch and a staff
member at the Sophia Housing
Association, has been a strident critic of funding policy.
вЂњAs long as IвЂ™ve been involved in
the community sector, weвЂ™ve
HELEN COUSINS: battled to provide services in
People are under organisations characterised by
enormous pressure. poor funding and insecure resources, knowing that the inadequate support we do have could be taken away at any time.
Even in the boom years organizations were denied long-term
investment to put services on a secure footing. That also
meant dedicated staff working on insecure contracts with pay
and conditions far worse than those of our colleagues in the
mainstream public service,вЂќ she says.
Una says poverty, combined with personal crisis, is usually
the basic cause of homelessness. вЂњIn Sophia Housing we have
various ways of dealing with problems from providing permanent accommodation and training to giving people a
chance to get a job or relationship counselling.вЂќ Other services
provided in its centres across the country include a young offendersвЂ™ programme in Cork. вЂњIn one of our projects we support residents to pursue educational and professional goals
that can lead to employment, economic independence and
more opportunities for their children,вЂќ she says.
All the people I met talked of the need to have respect for the
people in their care. вЂњPeople are shell-shocked when they first
come in; withdrawn, nervous and frightened. We try to work
with people to help them move out of homelessness. Homelessness is just a stage in someoneвЂ™s life,вЂќ says Martin.
But no amount of respect or dedication can crack the problem by itself. The lack of promised temporary accommodation
alone limits what can be achieved. вЂњFor many people I know
itвЂ™s almost like a revolving door. They canвЂ™t survive without
supports and they are never likely to be able to survive without supports. But there arenвЂ™t enough supports there,вЂќ he
says l
Your career
That all important
interview
ISOBEL
BUTLER
on making
interviews
work for
you.
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YOUвЂ™VE SPENT time creating a good CV.
YouвЂ™ve tailored your cover letter to the
various posts youвЂ™ve applied for. And
now your hard work has at last paid off
and youвЂ™ve been offered an interview.
working on a big project. Find out as
much as you can about it and how it
might involve the post youвЂ™re applying
for.
Now what? How best can you prepare?
Well, simply asking that question shows
you know you need to prepare if you
really want to be able to relax and do
your best in an interview, and give
yourself the best chance to show youвЂ™re
the most suitable candidate for the job.
DonвЂ™t say you have no
weaknesses as this is likely
to show a lack of insight
and self-reflectiveness.
The first step is to research the
organisation youвЂ™ve applied to. Visit the
website, find out what the organisation
sees as its current challenges and
whether it is going through change or
Armed with this information you can
plan how to use it during your interview.
It will help boost your credibility by
demonstrating your understanding of
the organisation, and show the interview
panel that you have a clear, genuine
interest in the job. It will also allow you
to prepare intelligent and well thought
out questions to ask.
Being aware of the organisationвЂ™s
challenges and future developments also
allows you to draw on your previous
experience to show how you will be a
good вЂ�fitвЂ™ with their current needs. For
instance, if you know the organisation is
being restructured and you have
experience of this then draw on that
when answering questions.
Even if they donвЂ™t specifically ask a
question on restructuring you might be
able to use it as an example to illustrate
your skills and experience in planning
and organising or change management. вЂ°
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Next, familiarise yourself with the
competencies required for the job. Most
organisations now provide prospective
candidates with a detailed вЂ�person specвЂ™
or a list of competencies. Think about
how you can demonstrate to the panel
that you have each of these competencies.
Anyone can say they
are flexible. Pointing
to examples that
demonstrate it will allow
the interviewer judge
whether or not you really
have this skill.
On top of job-specific and technical
competencies, in todayвЂ™s world of work
typical desirable competencies include
team working, problem solving, planning and organising skills, leadership,
communications and initiative.
Interviewers usually ask questions
designed to judge whether or not you
have the competencies they want.
Remember every candidate will be
asked the same question and you will be
compared with them, so this is your
chance to really show that youвЂ™re the
best fit for the job.
The competency-related questions may
ask you how you would deal with a
specific situation or how youвЂ™ve dealt
with a similar situation in the past.
Reflect on your work experience,
preferably in your current or last job,
and identify specific examples that can
be used as evidence of each skill and
competency.
Telling the interviewer that you are a
good team worker or that you are very
flexible is not enough to demonstrate
that you have a competency. Anyone can
say they are flexible, but pointing to
examples that demonstrate it will allow
the interviewer judge whether or not you
really have this competency.
Weakness
One of the most difficult questions
interviewers ask is: вЂњWhat are your
weaknesses?вЂќ If youвЂ™ve been asked this
before you already know how challenging it is to come up with an on-the-spot
answer thatвЂ™s honest but doesnвЂ™t cast
you in a bad light.
Prepare in advance. The best advice is
to identify a real but minor weakness
thatвЂ™s related to your role and, most
importantly, is something youвЂ™re already
tackling and trying to overcome.
Be direct, keep it brief and donвЂ™t
ramble. Otherwise you may accidently
reveal other problems such as being
longwinded and not listening. A good
example of an answer is: вЂњIn the past
delegation had been a problem for me.
Consequently I often ended up with too
much work on my own desk. Following a
time management session I recognised
this tendency and now I actively focus
on which tasks are best delegated and
which I should do myself. As a result I
have improved my time management
and decreased my stress levels, but IвЂ™m
also developing and encouraging my
team.вЂќ
Best policy
Be honest. DonвЂ™t lie about weaknesses
because youвЂ™ll be found out if you get
the job. DonвЂ™t say you have no weaknesses as this is likely to show a lack of
insight and self-reflectiveness, or be
interpreted as your being full of yourself.
Focus on positive rather than negative
reasons if asked why youвЂ™re leaving your
current job. Faced with a number of
candidates equally experienced and
qualified, interviewers will be more likely
to select someone who is motivated to
work in their organisation than someone
who is running away from another one.
Reasons such as advancement, increased challenges, greater job security,
or a desire to relocate are all acceptable.
Once youвЂ™ve done your preparation have
a dry run. Ask a friend or colleague to
put you through your paces and listen to
how you plan to perform at interview. If
itвЂ™s a long time since you had an interview you might consider having an
interview coaching session with a professional.
Finally on the day make sure you answer
all questions fully and thoughtfully. This
is your only chance to show the interviewer that you are the best candidate.
At this stage it doesnвЂ™t matter what you
put on your CV or application form. The
selection will be based on how you
performed at interview.
Good luck! l
In the
hot seat
1.
If required confirm that youвЂ™ll attend the interview.
2.
Research the organisation.
3.
Reflect and plan how youвЂ™ll answer the questions.
4.
Prepare a question for the interviewer that
demonstrates your understanding of the
role.
5.
Have a practice run with friends,
family or a professional.
6.
Familiarise yourself with the interview venue. Is there
parking? Can you use public transport? How long will it take to get there?
7.
Plan to arrive a little early as it will help you stay calm and focused.
8.
Prepare any documentation you need to bring (like copies of
qualifications or references).
9.
Dress neatly and professionally.
10.
Relax, smile, stay focused, and answer questions fully. DonвЂ™t assume the
interviewer knows anything about you.
Isobel Butler is an independent organisational psychologist who works with people on a wide range of workplace issues including
conflict management, dealing with change and solving problems. If there are specific issues youвЂ™d like her to tackle in these
articles send them in via the editor, Work & Life magazine, NerneyвЂ™s Court, Dublin 1 or [email protected].
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Your say
Sttatrer
Le 5 0
в‚¬
I took on the
Sunday Independent
LAST HALLOWEEN my sister handed me
a copy of the Sunday Independent as she
collected me from the airport after a
family holiday. вЂњWelcome home, youвЂ™re
in the paper,вЂќ she said.
I was furious when I read the article,
which implied that I was a вЂњtrade union
fat catвЂќ making money out of my
voluntary position on the governing
board of the Dublin Institute of Technology (DIT).
IвЂ™m an environmental health officer and
IвЂ™ve worked in the HSE for 30 years.
Although IвЂ™ve been a voluntary activist in
IMPACT for many years, IвЂ™ve never had a
paid job with the union. I donвЂ™t get paid
for my work with DIT.
A lot of people ask me why I do it вЂ“
attending meetings in my own time,
dealing with DIT audit, HR, property and
strategy? The reason is I feel I am putting
something back into society and my city.
And I think itвЂ™s important that trade
unions have a voice in third level
education.
The mean-minded Sindo article made
my blood boil and I contacted IMPACT to
see what I could do about it. I got great
support and, after the paper ignored my
demand for a correction, the union
helped me take a complaint to the Press
Ombudsman. Imagine my delight when
my complaint was upheld and the
Sunday Independent had to publish the
finding that its article was untrue and
inaccurate.
I donвЂ™t buy the Sunday Independent. I got
sick of its weekly attacks on the public
service, the trade unions and union
officials. But I never thought theyвЂ™d have
a go at an ordinary worker like me. It just
shows how low they will stoop.
IвЂ™m so glad I took them on, and IвЂ™m very
grateful to IMPACT for its support. All of
us вЂ“ public servants and trade union
members вЂ“ should draw a lesson that
these people can and should be challenged for the rubbish and lies they print
about us and our organisations.
Having read what they printed about me,
it makes me wonder how many more
вЂњuntruthsвЂќ and вЂњinaccuraciesвЂќ are printed in the Sunday Independent every week.
Jackie Kelly
Dublin North HSE branch
in income? It must be far greater than
the 10.4% mentioned, as presumably
the reductions elsewhere in the sector
are included in this figure.
It would be helpful if the CSO could shed
more light on these particular figures.
Geraldine Nolan
Common Ground
Making sense of CSO
figures
I WAS amazed to see that the latest CSO
earnings figures reveal that the area to
see the largest increase in hourly
earnings over the 12 months was вЂ�arts,
entertainment, recreation and other
service activities,вЂ™ which apparently rose by 10.4%.
IвЂ™m intrigued as to how
this might have happened. It does not reflect
the experience of most
funded arts organisations, which have seen
their funding either cut or
lost altogether in the last
two years.
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I would love to know what activities in the arts and entertainment
sector gave rise to such a surge
PS
Work & Life
Work & Life is the magazine for members of IMPACT trade union. It is posted on our website and IMPACT members can have it mailed to
them by contacting Work & Life at IMPACT, NerneyвЂ™s Court, Dublin 1 or by emailing [email protected]. Or call Roisin Nolan on 01-817-1544.
IMPACT also produces a monthly e-bulletin with more detailed information about the unionвЂ™s activities and campaigns, and developments
in your workplace. Sign up via the website on www.impact.ie.
IMPACT is IrelandвЂ™s largest public sector union with members in health, local government, the civil service, education, the community
sector, semi-state organisations, aviation and telecommunications.
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Your rights at work
Made to move?
BERNARD HARBOR outlines how
your union can help protect you
when redeployment becomes an
issue.
LAST YEAR Teagasc management told a clerical worker she
was being redeployed to Kilrush. They said this was allowed
under the Croke Park agreement once the agriculture and
food development authority closed its Ennistymon office,
where the worker had been based for 11 years.
But IMPACT took up the case, arguing that management had
failed to meet its Croke Park obligations to consult, or to take
account of commuting times and the individual circumstances of the union member.
A binding arbitration backed the redeployment, but allowed
the worker to report to the more acceptable Ennis office for
two days a week in the winter and one in the summer. It also
ordered management to facilitate an earlier finishing time by
adjusting her lunch break period.
Like many recent results on workersвЂ™ rights, it was a defensive
victory rather than a glorious advance. But it neatly demonstrates that, although the Croke Park agreement means staff
must cooperate with redeployment in these situations, management canвЂ™t simply lay down the law.
Staff must cooperate with
redeployment but management
canвЂ™t simply lay down the law.
The new Government says it will cut public service staff numbers by between 22,000 and 25,000 over the next four years
and make вЂњsubstantial cutsвЂќ in the number of State bodies.
This canвЂ™t be done without staff redeployment within and between public service organisations. It will be needed to maintain priority services when individuals leave and are not
replaced, and to avoid redundancies as organisations close,
merge or rationalise their offices.
Good reason
But the recent redeployment of staff following 2,000 health
service staff exits, billed as вЂ�the first test of Croke ParkвЂ™ by
some influential media voices, shows it can be managed in
ways that protect services without causing unnecessary staff
grief.
The Croke Park agreement sets out how redeployment must
be handled. The measures will also help maximise savings
from staff reductions, which will ultimately protect staff
against further pay cuts.
In practice, most people are likely to remain in their present
location and role. Your manager can only redeploy staff in response to specific circumstances, which include reconfiguration of services, redirection of skills and competences, or the
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need to meet staffing requirements in the context of the recruitment moratorium. A full list is set out in the agreement.
In clarifications sought by IMPACT prior to last yearвЂ™s ballot of
members, the Labour Relations Commission confirmed that
redeployment must be operated вЂњin a reasonable manner and
with due regard for the personal circumstances of public servants.вЂќ And it warned against вЂњserial or multiple redeployments.вЂќ
Volunteers
Other than cases where organisations are being closed or
merged, employers first have to seek volunteers if they need
to redeploy staff. If there are no volunteers, selection for redeployment must be based on length of service. In other
words, those with most seniority should be the last to be redeployed.
In most parts of the public service, you canвЂ™t be relocated
more than 45 kilometres from your current workplace or
home, whichever distance is the shorter. This is different in
local government, where managers retain the option of redeploying staff within the local authority boundary.
Employers have to take account of вЂњreasonable daily commute
timesвЂќ as well as the distance itself. And, in the unlikely event
that you have to be redeployed more than once, distance will
be measured from your original work location or home,
whichever is the shorter.
The agreement covering education recognises it might be difficult to comply with the 45 kilometre limit in some geographical locations where public service jobs are fewer and
more dispersed. In these cases employers are obliged to consult with staff and their union. A union-management steering
committee is being established to monitor the operation of
the education redeployment arrangements and to deal with
any disputes. Its decisions are final and binding.
Cross-sector
Cross-sectoral redeployment, which is most likely to occur in
situations where organisations are merged or closed, is supposed to happen within a geographic area where possible. In
such cases, redeployment to the most relevant sector must
first be considered. For example, staff from semi-state bodies
associated with the local authority sector would be redeployed
to a local authority. And initial placements may be on the basis
of secondment.
Importantly, you can appeal if you are unhappy with any redeployment decision that affects you. Then an agreed independent adjudicator has to issue a decision within 21 days.
Protection
The pay and conditions of redeployed staff are protected
under the terms of Croke Park. And, while you might not be
redeployed to exactly the same work, the agreement includes
safeguards to ensure that your new role is suitable to you. вЂ°
The Croke Park agreement sets out
how redeployment must be handled. The
measures will also help maximise savings
from staff reductions, which will ultimately
protect staff against further pay cuts.
Subject to the required qualifications, local authority staff
could be redeployed between clerical and admin and professional and technical posts. In the civil service, movement between general service and technical and professional streams
is allowed, but only on a voluntary basis and subject to staff
having the necessary skills, competencies and qualifications.
Regulated health service clinical professionals canвЂ™t be redeployed to work outside their scope of professional practice.
Representation
Finally, itвЂ™s important to remember
that, like other negotiated
agreements, the Croke
Park deal is not
legally enforceable.
That underlines the
importance of seeking help from IMPACT if you or your
organisation becomes
subject to redeployment. Union members
are entitled to representation on redeployment
issues, which can make a
big difference, as our
member in Teagasc discovered.
FIND OUT MORE
IMPACT members can get more information on
redeployment and other aspects of the Croke Park
agreement, including news on developments
as they happen. Go to:
www.impact.ie
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This article is for information only and is
not a legal interpretation.
Looking good
Re-dressing fashion
TRISH OвЂ™MAHONY finds out whether itвЂ™s possible to
marry fashion and ethics. And are the clothes any good?
MY FRIEND is a dedicated
follower of fashion who
spends a good chunk of her
wages on the latest high
street offerings. At the rate
fashions change, itвЂ™s not
easy keeping up. But she
manages.
Her priorities would best be
described as quantity over
quality. She always looks well,
mind you, and has a keen eye.
But when I tried to engage
about the merits of ethical
fashion (a lot of research goes
into this column, IвЂ™ll have you
know) her eyes glazed over.
вЂњWhatвЂ™s that?вЂќ she asked.
Fashion with a conscience, I
ventured. вЂњTree huggers and
friends of the earth in sack
cloth? Not for me,вЂќ she replied.
And I guess sheвЂ™s not the only
one who thinks disposable
shopping and conscience fashion
arenвЂ™t compatible.
In fact, itвЂ™s a multi-million business.
Sales of ethical clothing having more
than quadrupled over the last five years
to reach about ВЈ175 million in the UK.
And, with celebrities now endorsing
the movement, maybe this is the
breakthrough that the industry has
been waiting on. Sometimes trends
stick because somebody beautiful,
intelligent and famous takes the
initiative. Like Livia Firth, ColinвЂ™s wife,
who was gorgeous wearing her ecofriendly, upcyclyed Gary Harvey
designed dress to the Oscars. It was
beautifully created out of 11 vintage
dresses, some dating back to the
1920s. Her jewellery was Fair Trade.
Images
Photo: Getty
So, can we be fashionable and
ethical at the same time? How do
we strike the balance? Is fashion,
by its very transient nature, a
contradiction of sustainability?
Fashion is meant to be enjoyable
and guilt free. How do we marry the
two? Above all, are the clothes any
good?
Celebrity
ItвЂ™s time to sit up when the big
names start muscling in on the act.
Take Vivienne Westwood and Diane
von Furstenburg to name but two.
Interestingly, von Furstenburg just
launched her first vintage вЂњpop-up
collectionвЂќ in DublinвЂ™s Brown
Thomas and nine stores around
the world. The collection includes
re-issued vintage prints in classic
styles. ItвЂ™s not the original garments but you get the idea? It
indicates where the industry is
heading.
We all know Bono and Ali HewsonвЂ™s label Edun. Now Chupi
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clothing which is both socially and
vintage dres
the Loft Market, Powerscourt Design Centre
environmentally conscious. Sustainand Counter Propaganda in Liffey Valley.
able fashion вЂ“ using more environmentally friendly materials and methods in clothing
And sheвЂ™s got an interesting background. ChupiвЂ™s father
production вЂ“ is part of this larger trend.вЂќ
worked for the IMF while her mother Rosita worked for
But thereвЂ™s more to it than that. To quote the philosophy of
eco-designer Orsola de Castro, itвЂ™s all about вЂњreclaiming, reusing, re-adoring.вЂќ
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Concern. Maybe thatвЂ™s why she believes вЂњgoing totally organic
is not financially practical but if everybody involved in the
fashion chain takes one small step it will make a difference.вЂќ вЂ°
ethics
Her collection would definitely appeal to
our daughters and IMPACTвЂ™s younger
members.
On the high street, Urban Outfitters
have an ever-increasing recycled and
vintage section, particularly for men.
Meanwhile, Sophie Rieu is another
local ethical designer who only uses
organic products. Her label Unicorn
Design is stocked in boutiques
around the country. As a freelance
journalist with a trade unionist
grandfather, social equality and
environmental matters have always
been priorities for Sophie.
Cream
S
Chupi. equin Dress
.
в‚¬44.00
.
Posh jumble
ThereвЂ™s more to ethical fashion than just finding out about
designers in our price range and stocking up on the latest collections. With money tight in
lots of households nowadays, it doesnвЂ™t mean we have to avoid chain stores forever either.
You can now buy Fair Trade in high street stores like Penneys and M&S.
Swop with friends or check out the many swop shops and swap parties around. Borrow or
rent an outfit for that one-off special occasion. Second hand and charity shops are treasure
troves. Look out for the likes of Norma SmurfitвЂ™s вЂ�Spring Clean for Charity,вЂ™ basically an
annual posh jumble sale. No guilt attached to walking away with your Prada or Gucci
shoulder bag because all proceeds go directly to charity. And youвЂ™ll probably get it for a
song.
And check out upcycling вЂ“ the art of transforming something old into something new. Do
your own basic renovations or take a crash course.
Campaigns
If you want to get more involved, check out the Clean Clothes Campaign, a European
alliance which aims to ensure that the fundamental rights of workers are respected. CCC
offers them support as they demand healthy and safe working conditions and security of
employment. Supported by IMPACT and other unions in Ireland and beyond, it believes all
workers have a right to a living wage and the right to live with dignity.
It has already achieved some good results since its Irish launch late last year. The campaign
is important for workers and consumers, who have a right to know where and how their
garments are produced.
And, at a practical level, the Redress Better Fashion Initiative is an organisation dedicated
to promoting better fashion practice. They run a variety of classes at their headquarters
in Hatch Street, Dublin 2.
Sales of
ethical
clothing
have
more than
quadrupled
over the last
five years to
reach about
ВЈ175 million
in the UK.
Start knitting, or crochet вЂ“ very relaxing once you get the hang of it. Buy less. Wear your
clothes proudly, regardless what season theyвЂ™re from. Ethical awareness is an individual
choice and individuality is a fashion statement in itself l
Red Maxi Dress.
Chupi. в‚¬55.00.
Find out more at www.fashionevolution.com and www.cleanclothescampaignireland.org
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Be
good to yourself
Gxxxxx
ItвЂ™s time to spring into
a new exercise regime.
And KAREN WARD says
itвЂ™s easy and cheap to do.
LIFEвЂ™S UPS and downs donвЂ™t affect you in the same way when
youвЂ™re feeling fit and healthy. ThatвЂ™s because physical exercise
goes hand in hand with healthy eating to keep us in good
form. We all know this in our heart of hearts. But itвЂ™s harder
to actually do something about it.
The key to a good exercise regime is to do something you like,
keep it regular and, most importantly, keep it manageable.
Always remember to be realistic. A dog will never be a cat,
nor a budgie a goldfish. So aim for a health and fitness regime
thatвЂ™s achievable, rather than unreachable goals or body
shapes.
A focus on fitness and physical activity is going to mean
changing some habits including, perhaps, habits of a lifetime.
So you have to be motivated enough to get up off the sofa or
come away from the desk.
Why bother?
Humans are physical beings. We have bodies to house our
minds and souls. ItвЂ™s our responsibility to look after them and
keep them in good condition as best we can, just like we do
our cars.
The benefits of exercise to our hearts, lungs, muscles and
bones are well documented. Exercise, in
accordance with our age, pumps freshlyoxygenated blood around our bodies to
bring vital nutrients to our cells and
produce the energy that powers us
through the day.
Our breathing is regulated by
physical activity, working in
tandem with our bloodstream
to feed our internal organs.
Our lymph system is like a
colourless version of blood
that reaches every cell to take
away unwanted toxins and waste
products and bring life-giving
components including key parts
of our immune system.
Photo: Dreamstime.com
Without exercise, these body
systems stagnate leaving us
like the jar of food when all the
heavy bits fall to the bottom.
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Do I really
Getting started
DonвЂ™t overdo it initially. You need to
ease yourself into your chosen
exercise. So often we really go
for it for the first few weeks
then stop altogether
when we realise itвЂ™s
impossible to keep up
an unrealistic level of
commitment.
So, be reasonable and
choose to work up to three hours or six halfhours of good quality exercise a week.
Choose the type of exercise that suits you best.
No one type is better than others as long as
it works. But for most, strolling down the pier
with your poodle is a pleasant pastime. ItвЂ™s not
exercise.
On the other hand, physical activity doesnвЂ™t
need to be competitive unless you want it to be.
Move at your own pace and level of exertion. ItвЂ™s all
about listening to your body and working from there.
If you havenвЂ™t exercised in a long time or have health
issues you may have to check in with your doctor first.
Best time
You need to factor regular and easily-maintained exercise
times into your current weekly schedule. Take out your diary
or phone organiser and decide what times suit best.
Pick an exercise you like so that youвЂ™re more inclined to keep
it up. Many women love the plethora of new aerobic dance
classes that are sweeping the country. They are a great way
to exercise, socialise and have fun. And any physical activity
that can be done with a friend or partner has a bonus вЂ�buddy
effect,вЂ™ where you motivate each other and look forward to a
good chat before or after the exercise.
Some types of physical pursuit are therapeutic, so you
may prefer to do these alone as an excellent form of stress
release. These can have a soothing rhythmic effect on your
system while keeping you trim and toned.
A good exercise regime should be sustainable throughout
your life. You may do a dance class, roller blade and football
in your twenties, which may become aqua-aerobics, pushing a u
Gxxxxx
y have to exercise?
buggie uphill and five-a-side soccer
in your thirties and an aerobic
dance class, flow yoga and power
walking in your forties. And so on
throughout your life.
Benefits
Once you start exercising,
perhaps because youвЂ™ve noticed
those few extra pounds creeping
on and you want to nip it in the
bud, youвЂ™ll soon feel more
energetic and notice
you have more peace
of mind. The knock
on effect is that,
holistically, we are
also working on our
mind and soul when we
work on our body.
Games like rounders, tag rugby or five-a-side soccer are great
to include all ages and levels of fitness. Older family members
can choose to umpire or referee or make the healthy lunch
for afterward.
Classes
You can find out about local classes at your nearest health
food shop or supermarket notice board. Most teachers
advertise there. The Golden Pages and internet are also good
sources for gyms and clubs in your local area.
Most class exercise teachers will want you to sign up for a
six or eight week course upfront. Classes are usually halfhour one-to-one sessions and
cost between в‚¬80
and в‚¬100.
But remember,
you only need a good pair
of shoes to walk, run or jog. After
that itвЂ™s free. Enjoy! l
Humans can be prone to ruminate on problems and worries
and, letвЂ™s face it, we have plenty of material in the current
climate. But a physical activity that gets us out in the fresh air
can create an active meditative effect that kicks in to clear our
heads and uplift our hearts. We are also getting our vitamin D
by being in the sunshine and the longer evenings are conducive
to getting us out and about.
Family fun
Most of us wish we had more quality time with close and
extended family. Exercise is excellent for involving young and
old in family fun activities. ItвЂ™s also a great way to teach our
young ones the benefits of exercise _ and that it can be fun
rather than a chore.
Karen Ward is a counselling psychotherapist Karen
Ward is a Holistic Therapist. HYPERLINK вЂњhttp://
www.karenwardholistictherapist.com/вЂќwww.
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Travel
and trips
DublinвЂ™s bridge to
world-class architecture
ILARIA UGOLINI hops across
THE SHAPE of the spar and its
cables evokes an image of a harp lying
a couple of DublinвЂ™s finest
on its edge, but itвЂ™s not a musical instrument.
It has the name of a famous Irish writer, but it has
bridges to explore the work of
nothing to do with literature.
one of the worldвЂ™s best
ItвЂ™s simply a bridge. The Samuel Beckett bridge over DublinвЂ™s
River Liffey. This is one of the architectural masterpieces by the
designers.
world's leading bridge designer, Valencian architect Santiago
Calatrava Valls.
Some 120 metres long, with its curved pylon 48 metres above water level,
the Samuel Beckett bridge can rotate through an angle of 90 degrees to
facilitate maritime traffic. Its four traffic lanes, cycle paths and footpaths were
officially opened to pedestrians and road traffic in December 2009.
Commissioned by Dublin City Council to connect the north and south sides of the city,
halfway between the SeГЎn O'Casey and East Link bridges, itвЂ™s been called вЂњa landmark
structure of unmistakable modernity and with a unique characterвЂќ and a symbol at the
maritime gateway of Dublin.
But Samuel Beckett Bridge is not the only Dublin work designed by Calatrava. The first was the
James Joyce bridge spanning the Liffey to join the south quays to Blackhall Place on the
northside.
Named after Joyce because the author's short story The Dead is set in 15 Usher's Island, the house
facing the bridge on the south side, it also plays a part in Bloomsday. Celebrated by Joyceans across вЂ°
A bridge too far?
If youвЂ™re lucky enough to be getting
away, look out for these bridges by
award-winning Valencian Spanish
architect Calatrava.
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l
Alameda Bridge, Valencia, Spain
l
Bac de Roda Bridge, Barcelona, Spain
l
Puente del Alamillo, Seville, Spain
l
Puente de Lusitania, MГ©rida, Spain
l
Campo Volantin Footbridge, Bilbao, Spain
l
Mimico Creek Bridge, Toronto, Ontario
l
Trinity Bridge, footbridge over River Irwell,
Salford, England
the globe, 16th June recalls the day of the action in JoyceвЂ™s
novel Ulysses and enthusiasts dress in Edwardian costume
and gather at many of the locations where the storyвЂ™s
episodes took place. The bridge was opened on 16th June
2003.
Both of CalatravaвЂ™s Dublin bridges are a perfect synthesis of
his idea that вЂњarchitecture is a combination of all the arts into
one.вЂќ They blend architecture, modernity, literature, culture
and innovation in a single structure.
The Valencian architect is known worldwide for his designs
and sculptures, which combine fluid, almost aerial, forms with
strongly functional structures. Calatrava's very personal style
combines a visual conception of architecture with engineering
principles. His works are often inspired by the shapes and
structures found in nature and they generally derive from
numerous studies of the human body and the natural
world.
From the aesthetic point of view the Samuel Beckett
bridge is very similar to his Puente de la Mujer (womenвЂ™s
bridge) created in Buenos Aires, Argentina in 2001 and to
the Chords bridge at the entrance of Jerusalem.
On the other side of the world, the Chords bridge, symbolizes
David's harp, but many people interpret the looming pylon as
the bust of a long-necked bird, a human arm or an arrow
caught in a bow.
In a century marked by specialisation and fragmentation,
Santiago Calatrava is one of the few architects who can still
be called universal. The numerous buildings, engineering
drawings, sculptures and pieces of furniture designed by this
Spanish architect create a new
language that integrates structure
and movement. When you see a
CalatravaвЂ™s bridge you never
know what it could symbolize.
Next time youвЂ™re walking
along the Samuel Backet
bridge, try to open your
ears to the sound of the
Irish harp l
The first, Calatrava's only work in South America, has
strong surreal elements and blends artistic, architectural
and cultural elements. The bridge is meant to abstractly
illustrate a couple dancing the Tango; the man towering over
the woman who is leaning back horizontally.
This, along with the fact that the surrounding neighborhood
has streets primarily named after women, accounts for the
name of the bridge.
Sundial Bridge at Turtle Bay, Redding, California, USA
l
Three bridges (called Harp, Cittern and Lute)
spanning the main canal of the
Haarlemmermeer, Netherlands
l
Chords Bridge, Jerusalem, Israel
l
Bridges on the A1 Motorway and TAV Railway,
Reggio Emilia, Italy
l
Ponte della Costituzione footbridge from
Piazzale Roma over the Grand Canal, Venice, Italy
Photo by Conor Healy
l
Harp on her sleeve:
Ilarai Ugolini on CaltravaвЂ™s
Samuel Beckett bridge.
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In the kitchen
A chip off the old block
MARGARET HANNIGAN celebrates the Aztecs, Spaniards
and Joseph Fry who brought us chocolate.
IвЂ™M WRITING this in the middle of the self-inflicted chocolate drought known by many as Lent. It says
a lot for the lure of chocolate that the idea of giving it up is seen as heroic, especially as Easter is still
a number of weeks away.
ThereвЂ™s some consolation in the thought that a late Easter means an early summer and a smooth
segue from chocolate eggs to chocolate fudge sundaes. But it will make it harder to stretch those
weight watcherвЂ™s points as far as they used to go; rather like the waist of oneвЂ™s post-Easter trousers.
For many, a world without chocolate is a bleak and joyless one. But chocolate as we know it hasnвЂ™t
been here that long. Around 1100 BC, some brave South American tribesmen tried drinking
fermented cacao beans, and named the frothy, bitter, drink, chocolate. By the time the Spanish
Conquistadores arrived in the 16th century, bringing gunpowder, smallpox and horses, the Aztecs
were using cacao beans as currency and happily collected a portion of every
harvest as tribute in areas theyвЂ™d invaded.
Having dispatched the Aztecs, the Spanish brought chocolate
home. Sadly, only royalty and the rich could afford it until some
enterprising chaps set up cacao plantations and ran them
using their other big new discovery, African slaves.
A love of chocolate swept through Europe and the first
chocolate house opened in London in 1657. But the
solid, reliable, beautifully portable chocolate we know
and love wasnвЂ™t invented until 1847. Take a bow Joseph
Fry & Son. They discovered that, by adding cocoa butter
and sugar to the raw chocolate liquor, they could make a
paste that could be moulded into bars and, in an impressive
double-whammy, changed the face of both confectionery and
dental care forever.
Today, three-quarters of the worldвЂ™s cocoa is produced in West
Africa, 43% in the Cote DвЂ™Ivoire. The beans are harvested by
hand, fermented, dried in the sun, and transported to
manufacturing facilities, which reduce them to chocolate
liquor. The liquor is then blended with cocoa butter in
varying quantities to make different types of chocolate,
which can be broken down as:
l
Dark chocolate, containing at least 70% cocoa (both
solids and butter) вЂ“ hence the stronger, slightly bitter,
dry taste.
l
Milk chocolate, containing up to 50% cocoa, plus milk
or milk powder, and vanilla. вЂ°
Moderate consumption may
help reduce blood pressure
and dark chocolate appears
to be rich in antioxidants
that have an anti-cancer
effect. Any aphrodisiac
effect remains unproven.
Chocolate
Chips Tips
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In an impressive
double-whammy,
Joseph Fry & Son
changed the face of
both confectionery
and dental care
forever.
Banana
bread
l White chocolate,
containing around
33% cocoa butter,
sugar and milk, but
no cocoa solids.
The appeal of chocolate lies not just in
the taste. Some
research suggests
that chomping down
a square or two
brings real health benefits. Moderate
consumption may help reduce blood
pressure and boost serotonin levels (thatвЂ™s
the feel-good hormone) in the brain. Dark
chocolate appears to be rich in antioxidants
that have an anti-cancer effect. And it may
positively affect the circulatory system.
Any aphrodisiac effect remains unproven (other than
anecdotally) but the BBC did report a study which
indicated that melting chocolate in oneвЂ™s mouth produced an
increase in brain activity and heart rate more intense than that
associated with passionate kissing, and lasting four times
longer after the activity had ended. I leave the research on
that one up to you!
IвЂ™m giving two recipes today, one for a chocolate banana
bread, and one for hot chocolate sauce. Banana bread is
a super way of using up those leopard-skinned bananas
that seem both too tired to eat and too fresh to consign
to the compost bin, while the chocolate adds a touch
of luxury and may tempt more small people to try it.
I do recommend using dark chocolate as milk
chocolate, combined with the banana, may be just a
little cloying. The sauce is just easy-peasy. Great for
dressing up ice cream and a host of desserts, and a
very useful standby l
Hot chocolate sauce
Makes 300ml
l 200ml/7floz double cream
l 200g/7oz dark chocolate (70% cocoa solids) chopped
l 1-2tbsp Cointreau, Grand Marnier, brandy, rum or Baileys, or 1tbsp finely
grated orange zest (all optional)
Look for Fair Trade and avoid contributing to child labour.
Store at around 15-17C. Moving chocolate from one temperature extreme to
another can result in an oily texture.
Store it away from other foods as it can absorb aromas.
Chocolate can develop a white вЂ�bloomвЂ™ if refrigerated or left unwrapped. ItвЂ™s
still perfectly safe to eat.
Despite some EU disagreement about definition, chocolate must contain
cocoa solids and cocoa butter. Avoid products containing hydrogenated oils
or other additives.
l
75g (3oz) dark chocolate chips, or
finely chopped chocolate.
l
75ml (2.5floz) Irish whiskey
l
250g(9oz) self-raising flour
l
Pinch of salt
l
1 level tsp baking powder
l
150g (5oz) caster sugar
l
100g (3.5oz) soft butter
l
50g (2oz) pecan nuts (optional)
l
2 eggs
l
1 tsp vanilla extract
l
Finely grated zest of
(optional)
l
475g /17oz whole bananas (about 4
small ones) peeled
l
50g (2oz) glace cherries, halved.
an orange
Preheat the oven to 170C (325F), Gas 3.
Grease and line a 13x23cm (5x9in) loaf
tin. Sift flour, salt and baking powder into
a large bowl. Add the sugar, butter and
chopped nuts (if using) and rub it in until
the mixture resembles coarse breadcrumbs.
In another bowl whisk together the eggs,
vanilla, and orange zest. Add the bananas
and mash very well with a fork or potato
masher. Add the chocolate chips, or if
preferred, melt the chocolate and fold it in
to the banana mix.
Make a well in the centre of the dry
ingredients and pour in the banana mix.
Gently bring all together with a wooden
spoon, then pour into the tin. Smooth the
top, bake for 60-75 minutes or until a
skewer or cocktail stick inserted into the
middle comes out clean. Allow to cool for
5 minutes, then serve sliced and buttered.
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l Bring the cream just to the boil in a saucepan, add the chocolate, and stir
until melted, donвЂ™t let it boil. Add liqueur/orange zest if using. Remove from
heat and reheat gently if using. Store in the fridge for 2-3 days.
Ingredients:
Green fingers
Learn lessons from
soon-forgotten snow
Hopefully the frost and snow are banished until next winter.
But JIMI BLAKE says there are lessons to be learned even
as you enjoy the early summer garden.
IвЂ™M LOOKING out through the afternoon showers at the gardenвЂ™s
expanding colours and textures, the birch trees coming into
leaf and the cows grazing in the distance. The garden has
changed mood and appearance once again.
With the recent warm weather, the starkness and architectural
feel of winter has given way to the soft mantle of summer.
The understory is an ever-changing display, as one plant follows
another in taking its centre stage bow.
My favourite of the moment has to be the
extraordinary blue of the Himalayan poppies
Meconopsis Lancifolia or Lingholm. As delicate
as they appear, they stoically weathered the
recent gusts by turning their flowers to face
away from the oncoming wind. Now theyвЂ™ve
turned about again to face the sun, none the
worse for the weather.
From now through June the shady garden will
be at its peak. The Podophyllum Delavayii and
Podophyllum Spotty Dotty are leafing out like
huge toads expanding on the forest floor.
The woodland garden also contains a large
collection of ferns and arisaemas, which will
be in flower throughout June, and a large
variety of exotic plants collected by Bleddyn
and Sue Wynn-Jones of Crug Farm Plants
in Wales (www.crug-farm.co.uk). In addition, many of the
Cardiocrinums which I grew from seed eight years ago will be
flowering at the end of May.
Now that summerвЂ™s in the air, itвЂ™s easy to forget the snow, ice
and sub-zero days of winter. But itвЂ™s important to learn from
the past winter and not focus too much on whatвЂ™s dead in
your garden. If theyвЂ™re dead, forget about them!
Photos: Dreamstime.com
On my daily walk around my garden over the
last few months I recorded what looks good
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and IвЂ™ve come up with a list of plants
you could consider planting now for
next winter.
Mahonias are grown for
their attractive foliage and
fragrant, showy winter flowers.
вЂ�CharityвЂ™ has an upright habit with
long leaves consisting of 17-21 dark
green leaflets. Stalks of bright yellow,
fragrant flowers are produced at the ends
of branches from late autumn to late winter.
They look particularly good at the back of
borders when plants in front die down to reveal
the beauty of their flowers and foliage.
The bushy slow-growing large shrub or small tree Daphniphyllum
Macropodum, with its stout blood-red young shoots and petioles
bearing dark green leathery leaves emerging to a copperyred, is an invaluable evergreen. Single-sexed spikes
of flowers appear in spring, from the axils of the
previous yearвЂ™s leaves. ItвЂ™s best grown in partlight shade in a moisture-retentive soil, where it
grows to six metres with a five metre spread.
Others in my list of evergreen shrubs that look
really good after the winter include:
вЂў Lomatia Ferruginea
вЂў Ilex Aquifolium (Holly)
вЂў Photinia
вЂў Most bamboos
вЂў Trochodendron Aralioides
вЂў Fatsia Japonica
вЂў Aucuba Japonica вЂ�RozannieвЂ™ l
The vegetable garden
Warning! DonвЂ™t sow too early just in case the frost hits
again, says JIMI BLAKE.
ONE OF the main mistakes in the vegetable garden is sowing too early. I have to admit that I always
fall into this trap on an unusually warm sunny day. But if the plants get a chill from late frost, it will
give them a setback which they rarely recover from.
French and runner beans
These need the heat when they germinate, so it is very important not to sow them until May. I usually start
French and runner beans off in modular trays at the beginning of May and plant them out at the start of
June. If you want to sow outside, hold off at least until the middle or end of May, when the risk of frost
is gone.
Courgettes
Courgettes are one of the easiest vegetables to grow and they produce at least five-eight courgettes
a week during the summer. Courgettes are the young immature fruits, which turn into marrows when
left to grow.
I usually sow courgette seeds in late April individually into small pots, placed in a propagator
or on a warm windowsill. After about three weeks I pot them into larger pots and grow them
on, only planting out when the frost and cold east winds are gone.
They are extremely hungry plants. So, when planting use lots of well rotted farm yard manure.
Good varieties of courgette to grow are Defender f1, Partenon f1, Zuboda, and Black Forest.
Leeks
Leeks are undoubtedly one of the easiest vegetables to grow. They can be made into soups, stews and broths with, or
in place of, onions. Leeks do perfectly well in any soil, though good, deep loam is best. It is important that they have
well-drained soil; they will not tolerate stagnant soil conditions.
Jobs in May
May is one of the busiest months for gardeners.
DonвЂ™t forget to:
вЂў Plant out tender plants like DahliaвЂ™s, cannas and bananas at the end of May. I like to use manure when planting these
вЂў Sow sweet pea seeds directly outdoors for late summer flowering
вЂў Plant out your summer annuals once the frost is gone
вЂў Pot up cuttings taken last year
вЂў Earth up earliest potatoes to prevent greening of the tubers
вЂў Cordylines are looking dead all around the country. Look
down along the trunk for new buds appearing then cut away
the trunk a few inches above the new bud. The Cordyline
should start growing again.
вЂў Feed spring flowering bulbs like daffodils and tulips by sprinkling granular fertiliser around the clumps. Bulbs
should be let die back naturally. No matter how messy they
look, donвЂ™t cut off their leaves or tie them in fancy knots as they continue supplying food to the bulb so it can produce flowers next year.
Add lime as a surface dressing before planting out. To
prepare the ground, dig in some well-rotted manure
or compost at the rate of one bucketful to eight
square yards and bury it down to a spadeвЂ™s depth.
Sow seeds in late March, make shallow half-inch drills (12
millimetres) deep and six inches (15 centimetres) apart,
sowing the seeds thinly. Earlier sowings can be made as
early as January if the seeds are sown in modular trays
and kept in the greenhouse at a temperature of 55 degrees
Fahrenheit (13 degrees centigrade).
Keep them in the greenhouse until
March then begin to harden them off
in a cold frame. They can then be
planted out in late April or early
May.
Carrots
I wait until the end
of May or early June
before sowing my carrots
as this usually avoids the
first carrot root fly season l
JimiвЂ™s Hunting Brook garden
will be open during the Easter
weekend, 23-25th April when
gorgeous cakes will be served in
the garden room.
For more details visit
www.huntingbrook.com.
Contact [email protected],
Mobile 087 285 6601.
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At the movies
Whither solid and
understated Wahlberg?
MORGAN OвЂ™BRIEN celebrates the low-key performances
of Mark Wahlberg and wonders where he goes next.
MARK WAHLBERG turns 40 this year. For many, he is an unremarkable bit-part player best remembered as
the rapper-cum-underwear model Marky Mark. But over the course of the last 15 years Wahlberg has carved
out a niche as an understated, and indeed underrated, performer.
Most recently, Wahlberg featured in The Fighter as struggling pugilist Mickey Ward. Despite top billing,
Wahlberg takes a back seat to the exaggerated performances of Christian Bale (drug addict brother) and
Melissa Leo (domineering mother), both of whom ankled awards for the film.
ThatвЂ™s been the tenor of WahlbergвЂ™s career; a low-key performer often overshadowed by those around him.
Yet in The Fighter Wahlberg is the anchor that maintains the equilibrium of the film
amidst the scenery-chewing of Bale and Leo. The necessity of WahlbergвЂ™s
performance was acknowledged by Bale in his Golden Globe acceptance speech,
where he noted that a вЂ�loud performanceвЂ™ such as his wouldnвЂ™t work without the
вЂ�quietвЂ™ and вЂ�stoicвЂ™ Wahlberg.
This sentiment would appear to be shared by The Fighter director David O Russell,
who has now cast Wahlberg in his last three films вЂ“ the others being Three Kings
(1999) and I Heart Huckabees (2004). Indeed the calibre of directors that have called
upon Wahlberg, including PT Anderson and Martin Scorsese, is indicative of the
regard in which he is held.
In 1997, Anderson gave Wahlberg his breakout role as the lead in Boogie Nights.
Surrounded by more seasoned performers including Julianne Moore and Burt
Reynolds, Wahlberg more than held his own and invested the role of Dirk Diggler, a
porn actor descending into drug abuse and tragedy, with a naive insouciance.
ScorseseвЂ™s The Departed is where he has grabbed most attention amidst a star-studded
cast, which featured Leonardo di Caprio, Matt Damon and Jack Nicholson, Wahlberg вЂ°
Show time
DONвЂ™T LET those post-Oscar blues get you down.
ThereвЂ™s plenty of interest at your local cinema in the coming months.
Source Code (1st April)
InceptionвЂ™s success has had
the welcome impact of making
intelligent thrillers an acceptable studio proposition. After
his excellent debut Moon,
Duncan Jones directs Jake
Gyllenhaal as a fighter pilot
caught in a time loop.
Scream 4 (15th April)
Director Wes Craven and writer Kevin Williamson return to the well-worn
Scream series. Time will tell if the pair has any more tricks up their sleeve
to revitalise the genre.
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Apollo 18 (21st April)
Another in the вЂ�found footageвЂ™ horror-thriller subgenre, Apollo 18 purports
to present footage of a previously unknown mission to the moon, where
the astronauts encountered alien life forms.
Thor (29th April)
Film based on the Marvel
Comics character, with former
Home & Away actor Chris
Hemsworth as the eponymous
hero. Anthony Hopkins and
Natalie Portman provide the
affair with a hoped-for gloss
of gravitas.
earned an Oscar nomination for his foul mouthed police
sergeant. A sequel focusing on WahlbergвЂ™s character is
reportedly in the pipeline.
But it is David O Russell who appears as WahlbergвЂ™s most
significant patron. In Three Kings and I Heart Huckabees,
Wahlberg plays a soldier and a firefighter respectively, and
carries off the roles with a characteristically underplayed and
reined in earnestness. Equally, the films demonstrate his
capability in both dramatic and comedic roles вЂ“ witness his
fraught torture sequence in Three Kings or his deadpan comic delivery throughout I
Heart Huckabees (2004).
Of course there are duds in his filmography вЂ“ the lamentable Max Payne and ill-judged
and ill-advised remakes of Planet of the Apes and The Italian Job вЂ“ but heвЂ™s appeared
in a number of standout films, such as Boogie Nights and The Departed, which have
benefited from his presence.
WahlbergвЂ™s performances are most often characterised by an uncomplicated,
straightforward quality which, while not always eye-catching, indicate an actor who
has the ability to make material work within his own particular set of talents.
His most recent work in The Other Guys and The Fighter
demonstrate his capacity to be a foil for others with
solid efficiency. In The Other Guys, a knockabout
buddy comedy, Wahlberg garners laughs from his
comic incredulity at Will FerrellвЂ™s every utterance and
action. While in The Fighter he similarly plays off his
more effusive co-stars with a performance of goodnatured stolidity.
As he progresses into his forties it will be
interesting to see where Wahlberg takes himself.
He has already carved out a successful career as a
producer, most notably on Entourage, the television
series loosely based on his own experiences, and
Boardwalk Empire, which is currently showing on
Sky Atlantic. As an actor, however, the challenge
will be to continue plying his trade without fuss
and maturing beyond the characteristic youthful
innocence of his work to date l
Attack the
Block (13th May)
Directorial debut from Joe
Cornish, one-half of
television and radio duo
Adam & Joe, is a comedyadventure about a young
London gang defending
their patch against alien
invaders.
The Hangover 2 (27th May)
No Mel Gibson after a crew protest, but the sequel to the breakout hit of
2009 is sure to pack in audiences on the promise of further comedic hijinks.
Pirates of the
Caribbean 4: On
Stranger Tides
(20th May)
On stranger tides and
with increasingly lengthy
titles, the series has
become an increasingly
threadbare exercise in
pointless novelty casting
and Johnny Depp pulling
вЂ�funnyвЂ™ faces.
X-Men (30th May)
Origins story for Professor X and Magneto, played by James McAvoy and
Michael Fassbender respectively, set during the 1960s. Intended as the
first instalment of a trilogy.
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Play it loud
Too much too
Photos: Getty Images
YOUNG
As a post-Justin Bieber
calm descends upon
the nation,
RAYMOND
CONNOLLY casts his
weary eye over the
whole business of
children in
showbusiness. From
Shirley Temple to Bieber
fever, is there anything
anybody can do to curb the
enthusiasm of the
precocious child performer?
NOBODY LIKES to openly admit it, but many
of us derive great private pride in thinking that,
despite hurtling through middle age, we
comprehend all things youthful and that we are,
in spirit, вЂњdown with the kids.вЂќ Like a favourite cool
uncle or auntie. Predictably, I am no exception. I
thought that my preference for contemporary radio over
news-based national broadcasting gave me an edge over
my peers. But the whole Justin Bieber phenomenon just
mugged me. I really didnвЂ™t see it coming.
I realised I was out of my depth recently in the local pub when
Justin appeared on TV and I innocently enquired вЂњwho is that?вЂќ to
howls of derision. If IвЂ™d never heard of him he couldnвЂ™t be any good,
right? But my ignorance was exposed. I have since learned from a
report in The Observer that Bieber is more influential in the social
networking sphere than Barack Obama or the Dalai Lama.
Further enquiries revealed that Bieber was discovered at age
14, is a singer-songwriter of the R&B genre (whatever that
happens to mean this year) and heвЂ™s an actor who can sing,
play guitar, piano, trumpet and percussion. HeвЂ™s the type of
lad who wouldnвЂ™t have survived ten minutes in my school.
And he hails from that great bastion of Rock nвЂ™ Roll, ahem,
Canada.
My favourite showbiz Canada story concerns the great
Billy ConnollyвЂ™s battle with alcohol. When advised to
drink Canada Dry, he went across the Atlantic and did
just that.
My disregard for the child prodigy type began
during my own childhood with the emergence of
Little Jimmy Osmond. Naming him Little Jimmy
Osmond was a bit short sighted I always felt. What
would happen if he was to grow? He was only nine вЂ°
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10 Precocious
Pop Moments
years old. JimmyвЂ™s two
big hits were Long Haired
Lover from Liverpool (a
UK number one for five
weeks), and If Santa
were my Daddy! If Santa
were your Daddy lad
you wouldnвЂ™t get to see
a whole lot of him
round Christmas with
his travel schedule.
LITTLE JIMMY OSMOND
Long haired lover from Liverpool (1972)
40 years on and we
now see вЂ�BigвЂ™ Jimmy
turn up on Celebrity
Come Dine With Me
and such like. I
Little Jimmy.
consider this ironic.
One episode of At home with the Osmonds featured
the lads making Christmas dinner with their staff. They start comparing hits
until silence falls as everyone remembers JimmyвЂ™s short child star career.
Maybe my scorn for the prodigious child star was inspired by jealousy. In my
own institutional way I believe that people should make their way into the
adult world at a modest pace. I have very early memories of RTГ‰ showing
Shirley Temple movies on endless winter Sunday afternoons. The girl hadnвЂ™t
got a note in her head. This thirst for the parading of precocious talent poses
the dilemma, вЂњfreak or unique?вЂќ
Child stardom has not been without its victims. Take the case of Lena
Zavaroni, the Scottish child singer whose talents were paraded before the
British and Irish public via Opportunity Knocks and who at ten years, 146
days old is still the youngest person to have an album in the UK Top ten.
From the age of 13, Zavaroni suffered from anorexia nervosa and she
blamed this on the pressure to fit into costumes while at the same time
вЂњdeveloping as a woman.вЂќ She lost her battle with anorexia aged just 35.
Quite apart from ZavaroniвЂ™s genuinely tragic tale, most of us who inhabit the
mundane world find the precocious ones irritating. The obvious exception to
this norm is the late Michael Jackson, who was definitely far less irritating
as a child pop star than he was as an adult pop star. In the case of Bono,
he certainly was not precocious but is most definitely irritating.
In my Dublin 11 school yard we used to snigger at the Billie Barry types
who were chosen to do television ads. вЂњKimberley Mikado and Coconut
Creams, someone you love would love some mumвЂќ was belted out by stage
school kids in fair isle jumpers singing ever so posh. In a gesture of revenge
a small group of us youthful cynics went as far as to boycott those biscuits,
at least publicly.
Of course, in the nature of showbiz, many careers which blossomed in
adulthood commenced in childhood. The MonkeesвЂ™ Micky Dolenz started
young as a water boy for the elephants in the TV show Circus Boy. A decade
later Billy SmartвЂ™s drew in TV audiences of up to 22 million. Why donвЂ™t
people love the circus anymore? That animal rights crowd again?
Summer
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Soduko difficult solution
SHIRLEY TEMPLE
Animal crackers in my soup (1935)
Just as we were adapting to continental food.
MUSICAL YOUTH
Pass the Dutchie (1982)
Bongbongbongbongbongbiddledeebiddledeebong. ItвЂ™s on the
вЂ�best ofвЂ™ album.
MOZART
Twinkle twinkle little star (1766)
Subsequently exposed as an urban myth. The boy obviously had
no talent.
THE MILKY BAR KID
ItвЂ™s the milky bar kid (1961)
вЂњThe milky bars are on meвЂќ Left in financial ruin when he took
to the drink and used the same approach.
VANESSA PARADIS
Joe le Taxi (1987)
Number one in France for 11 weeks. Sarkozy might threaten to
release it again, but we still wonвЂ™t budge on corporation tax.
JUDY GARLAND
Somewhere over the rainbow (1939)
In her own words вЂњI was born at the
age of twelve on a Metro-GoldwynMayer lot.вЂќ Enough said.
MINI POPS
Mini Pops the album (1983)
вЂњThe slaying of childhoodвЂќ said
the Daily Mail. For once we
agree.
ALED JONES
Walking in the air
(1985)
Until his voice broke. 28
albums later (seriously)
spotted presenting Cash in
the Attic on BBC.
ABC
Jackson 5 (1970)
I waited in vain for the
concept album
featuring the other 23
letters of the alphabet.
Spring 2011 Crossword Solutions
See page 46 for the competition winners from Issue 12.
Across: 8. Tara 9. Leamington 10. Shilling 11. Driven 12. Snore 13. Mill
15. Tape 18. At the back window 20. Unit 21. Term 22. Store 25. Grotto
27. Skislope 28. Dinnerdish 20. Oast. Down: 1. Washington 2. Pallor 3. Flair
4. Tang 5. Windblown 6. Eglinton 7. Code 14. Incur 16. Poor repast
17. Abattoirs 19. Hatstand 23. Tallow 24. Night 26. Rain 27. Soil.
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By the time Musical Youth, the teenage reggae band from Birmingham,
appeared on the scene my views on precocious talent had turned to
ambivalence. As a 17-year old myself I was anti-everything anyway. But who
can forget Pass the Dutchie, based on the Mighty DiamondsвЂ™ cannabis song
Pass the Koutchie? The (presumably adult) producers changed this to
Dutchie, which is a type of cooking pot. Cannabis? Pot? Clever disguise lads.
Mind you, Musical YouthвЂ™s discography consists of two studio albums and
three вЂ�best ofвЂ™ compilations! Now thatвЂ™s what I call entrepreneurial
opportunism. Move over Bill Cullen l
An episode of sci-fi sitcom Red Dwarf referenced Jimmy
Osmond as the one exception to the universal rule that there
must be a logical explanation for everything.
From the author
Big
difference
between
bankers and
tea leaves
The move from commercial banking to
paperback writer is a huge career
change. AMANDA BROBYN made the
leap last year and hasnвЂ™t looked back.
BANKERS ARENвЂ™T high on anyoneвЂ™s list of good guys at the
moment. So letвЂ™s be clear from the start. Amanda Brobyn,
whoвЂ™s recently signed a three-book deal with Irish publisher
Poolbeg Press, wasnвЂ™t working for a mainstream bank when
she made the move to fiction writing.
Her leap from banking to books started from a British trade
union-owned вЂ�social economyвЂ™ bank called Unity Trust. вЂњBefore that I worked for another bank, but I came to despise
what was happing in banking. Then I was headhunted and
grabbed the chance to work at something that was more leftwing,вЂќ she told me.
Amanda took the leap last year and hasnвЂ™t regretted it. вЂњI love
to write. It has always been a passion of mine. Even as a kid
I used to bring the dictionary to bed with me,вЂќ she enthuses.
Her first book Crystal Balls is based around Tina, a hardheaded business woman who gets sucked into the lure of the
crystal ball and begins acting on psychicsвЂ™ predictions with
disastrous results.
Amanda remembers her Irish-born Nan making a little money
from reading tea leaves in her caravan вЂ“ a talent our bankers
could certainly have done with. But the book is complete fiction, although it draws on the reality that some live their lives
by whatвЂ™s written in the stars.
Amanda talks about a woman she saw on TV who ran up debts
of ВЈ30,000 after becoming addicted to psychic phone lines.
вЂњEvery time I turned on the TV there was some type of psychic on. People seemed to be obsessed with the darker side.
IвЂ™m a commercial writer, so I decided to write about what people are interested in.вЂќ
Her second book Curry Club, which is due out in May, is completely different. Its story is woven around a group of women
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who come together for a curry once a week. By typing out personal problems they donвЂ™t want to admit to, the women are
able to discuss taboo subjects like whether having an affair
can save a marriage.
Amanda has no time to rest. SheвЂ™s working on a film adaptation of Crystal Balls. вЂњIвЂ™d love director Richard Curtis to work
on this. But you need to do everything you can and keep your
fingers crossed. You canвЂ™t rely on one thing in this volatile industry,вЂќ she says.
SheвЂ™s also writing book number three, which is based around
a pole dancer. вЂњIвЂ™m going to learn how to pole dance in the
name of research. IвЂ™m going to put myself through it, including the injuries like burns and sore wrists and arms,вЂќ she says.
I bet Nan never saw that in the tea leaves!
Crystal Balls was the book of the week in Tesco Ireland during March. You can also get it from EasonвЂ™s and all good book
stores. Interview by Martina OвЂ™Leary l
Win your Crystal Ball
Poolbeg Press has kindly given us four copies
of Crystal Balls to give away. To be in with a
chance to win, answer the question below
and send your entry to Roisin Nolan, Crystal Balls competition, IMPACT, NerneyвЂ™s
Court, Dublin 1. Entries must reach us by
Friday 3rd June.
Name the main character in
Crystal Balls.
Book reviews
WomenвЂ™s world
Sisterly secrets
SOMEONE ELSEвЂ™S GARDEN
CLOSE YOUR EYES
By Dipika Rai (Harper Press, ВЈ12.99 in UK).
By Amanda Eyre Ward (Harper Press, ВЈ16.99 in UK).
THIS BOOK came to me a couple of days before International
WomenвЂ™s Day, which was interesting timing given its subject
matter. Set in rural India, it concerns the life and very hard
times of Mamta and her mother Lata Bai.
LAUREN MAHDIAN was only eight years old when her father
killed her mother and was sent to prison for life. Now as an
adult, Lauren is outwardly functioning, but internally she is
fragile.
As a mere woman, Lata is destined to contribute children and
labour вЂ“ preferably sons as daughters will eventually require
a costly dowry вЂ“ and employ whatever skills they have acquired for the benefit of her husband. Girls are thus a burden
on a poor manвЂ™s smallholding, unpaid servants to be haggled
off to the best bidder. The last to be fed and the first to be discarded, often at birth.
She loves her boyfriend
Gerry but, terrified of
what can happen between people who love
each other, refuses to
marry him. The constant in her life is her
adored brother Alex,
who has never accepted their fatherвЂ™s guilt and has
spent most of his
life trying to disprove it.
Feeding girls is like вЂњwatering someone elseвЂ™s gardenвЂќ according to Seeta Ram, MamtaвЂ™s father, who cannot understand why a malicious God sends him girls. вЂњAll they do is get
us in debt,вЂќ he laments.
As husband and father,
his word and whim are
absolute law, and none
can deny his right to
beat, starve, rape and
even kill any of his
daughters or their
mother. That absolute
male dominance is
the foundation of this
story, and the structure around which
Mamta weaves a
climbing vine of
hope and independence.
Soon Mamta is
married off, disastrously for her.
But she eventually escapes to
the city where
even illiterate village girls, born with the double
disadvantage of gender and poverty, can make
a life for themselves. From here, the book branches out into
a wider critique of modern Indian society with a greater
spread of characters available to us than in the insular village world.
The city is the key to progress for Mamta and her siblings.
Her eyes and ours are opened to the developing civic structures and the introduction of the democratic progress. Here,
lepers come to the free clinic for fresh bandages because the
tourists donвЂ™t like dirty ones, and there is a glimpse into the
world that lies behind those disembodied voices who answer
calls from hapless westerners to the Microsoft helpline.
As a work of fiction itвЂ™s absorbing, well written and vivid,
though the storyline strains credibility a little. Mamta is a very
sympathetic character. And no, not all the men are bastards.
ItвЂ™s an intelligent depiction of the life of millions of women
who live in the developing world, and a useful reminder of the
freedoms that we take for granted.
Margaret Hannigan
Having stoically
moved on with
her life, Lauren
cannot understand
AlexвЂ™s
continued contact with their
father or his
belief in his
innocence.
Alex
goes
missing in Iraq and,
consumed with grief, Lauren finally
decides to follow up the latest piece of evidence in
relation to their motherвЂ™s death.
Meanwhile, Sylvia Hall, a pregnant 41-year-old, is finally leaving her selfish partner and making her way to New York in the
hope of starting a new life. The two women have never met
but Sylvia has a secret, carried for many years, which could
change the course of many lives including LaurenвЂ™s.
The stories of the two very different women are told separately
and the thread that connects them slowly becomes apparent.
There is another connection between them; both are the survivors of traumatic childhood events.
This book compassionately depicts the low self-esteem and
emotional instability of people who havenвЂ™t been unconditionally nurtured through childhood. The role of sisterly love
is also explored in this well-written and engaging narrative.
ItвЂ™s a compelling story with a mystery at its heart. What really
happened one night as two carefree children slept in their treehouse? What does Sylvia know and what will make her reveal
the truth?
Kathryn Smith
More reviews on page 40 вЂ°
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More book reviews
Film of the book?
Unlikely hero
A FILM BY SPENCER LUDWIG
LITTLE PRINCES: One manвЂ™s promise to
bring home the lost children of Nepal
By David Flusfeder (Fourth Estate, ВЈ7.99 in UK).
BY Conor Grennan (Harper Collins, ВЈ16.99 in UK).
THIS IS a book that really,
desperately,
wants to be a movie.
It wants it so badly it
does everything but
include a begging
letter to Harvey Weinstein. Having said
that, the story is
written in a spare
American
style
which reads very
easily and is really quite enjoyable.
In it, we meet
for ty-something
indep e n d e n t
movie maker
Spencer Ludwig who has
come
to
visit his ailing father in New
York. Spencer is the kind of independent movie-maker who is so intent on not
selling out that he never sells anything. His movies are rarely
made and hardly watched, and he supplements his sporadic
income by some semi-professional gambling, where his daring, decisive success elevates him from mere citizen to a gladiator in lifeвЂ™s arena.
SpencerвЂ™s father Jimmy, on the other hand, has had a life that
reads like an Oscar-winning screenplay. And, despite being
confined to a wheelchair and tethered to an oxygen tank, heвЂ™s
not done yet.
Jimmy is a self-made man and a personification of the American Dream. From his Warsaw ghetto escape and acquisition
of an English bride to his successful law practice, Jimmy is an
alpha male who has never hidden his disappointment in
SpencerвЂ™s under-achieving ways.
A routine doctorвЂ™s visit turns into a road movie with SpencerвЂ™s
impetuous decision to take his father to Atlantic City where a
small-time film festival is showcasing his modest body of
work. Driven by a desire to impress as much as liberate his
Dad, he imagines the trip as a road movie, but canвЂ™t foresee
the ending.
Jimmy has his own ideas on how the script should go. From
the start, when he gleefully flings two mobile phones out the
car window, to his escape in an electric wheelchair, he refuses
to be old. It is apparent, in myriad subtle and unsubtle ways,
that Spencer loves his father and is confounded and somewhat undone by confronting this crumbling monolith.
Like I said, a book that wants to be a movie. About a man who
wants to direct his father in a rewritten script of both their
lives. And why not. An engaging, quirky read.
Margaret Hannigan
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BORED WITH his very good career, Conor Grennan decided to
take a year off and travel the world in 2004. He realised that
this was a little self-indulgent, so decided he would start his
travels by volunteering to work in a Nepal orphanage.
Nothing in his life had prepared him to work in a war zone or
indeed with children but, much to his own surprise, Conor
soon struck up a warm rapport with the children of the Little
Princes orphanage where he was posted.
He discovered that the children in the orphanage were not in
fact orphans. As forces loyal to the king and rebel Maoists
rounded up children to fight in their armies, unscrupulous
traffickers duped desperate parents into paying them exorbitant sums to bring their children to a place of safety.
The impoverished parents did not realise that the children
were actually being dumped on the chaotic streets of Kathmandu. The lucky ones were rescued by humanitarian organisations.
Despite returning to New York, Grennan could not forget the
abandoned children and, despite having virtually no information to go on, he returned to Nepal with the plan of re-uniting
parents with their long-lost children.
The bright, humorous,
superficial
young American
appears at first to
be an unlikely
hero, but finds
inner resources
that
surprise
even himself as
he becomes dedicated to his
work. Similarly,
the orphans are
u n ex p e c t e d l y
boisterous and
great fun.
GrennanвЂ™s dangerous journey
into the remote villages
in search of
the families
of the little
princes is the
stuff of action-adventure movies.
This book engages
from the start and is in turns funny, touching,
heart-breaking and terrifying. Someone has surely bought the
film rights.
Kathryn Smith
Gxxxxxbusiness
Union
IMPACT stops extra hours
IMPACT HAS prevented the
unilateral
implementation
of increased working hours
in local authorities after the
Labour Relations Commission
(LRC) recommended that no
change should occur before
the Croke Park national
implementation body had ruled
on the matter. Management had
previously said it would impose
reduced leave and increased
working hours from 1st April.
The union said the referral was
a вЂњsmall but significant step
in defending conditions of
employment.вЂќ It accepts
that standardisation of
leave and working hours is
required under the Croke
Park but says increased
hours and reduced leave
are not. IMPACT national
Nolan
secretary
Peter
said: вЂњCroke Park is
absolutely explicit
that teachers must
work an additional
hour per week. It is
inconceivable that the
agreement could require a
much more substantial increase in local authority
working time without being at least equally explicit.вЂќ
The union also says local authority services are being
maintained despite the exit of over 6,000 staff, or 17% of the
workforce, since 2008. Despite this, workers have responded
to surges in demand like the mobilisation of almost 20,000
staff during last DecemberвЂ™s weather emergency.
In a separate ruling, the LRC also said the introduction of
extended working week arrangements in local government
вЂ“ including split shifts, annualised hours or spreading five
working days over a six or seven day week вЂ“ are not required
under Croke Park.
Croke Park delivers savings and reform
THE CROKE Park agreement is delivering substantial savings
as services are reformed to deal with huge reductions in the
number of public servants. Some 14,000 public service jobs
have gone in the last 18 months. More substantial savings
will follow this year because public service employment will
have fallen by almost 19,000 by the end of the year. These
are among the savings and reforms listed by the Croke Park
implementation body on its new website.
Under the Croke Park agreement, savings and reforms must
be delivered in exchange for guarantees of no compulsory
redundancies or further cuts to public service pay.
The new website also says the pension levy and pay cuts
sliced the pay bill by в‚¬1.8 billion last year as individual public
servants saw take-home pay slashed by an average of 14%.
The lionвЂ™s share of the staffing reductions is due to the
moratorium on recruitment and promotion, although 2,000
left the health service through voluntary redundancy and early
retirement schemes at the end of last year.
The value of savings so far achieved under the agreement is
likely to be specified in April. All government agencies are due
to send first quarter returns to the Department of Finance,
as required under the previous GovernmentвЂ™s agreement with
the IMF and EU. This will feed into the review required under
the agreement.
Get more information from www.implementationbody.gov.ie
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In short
Cabin crew
victory
A LABOUR Relations Commission
(LRC) arbitration finding in the Aer
Lingus cabin crew dispute brought
the row with the airline to a close in
February. Some 320 members of cabin
crew were removed from payroll during
the three-week dispute. But their
determination and union support
resulted in their reinstatement
and the removal of anti-family
measures, unilaterally imposed by
management in January, from new
rosters. See page 10.
Eircom consults
IMPACT AND other unions are
consulting members on a draft
recovery plan agreed with Eircom,
which aims to save в‚¬92 million over
three years. The planвЂ™s second phase
aims to address issues identified
by both sides to make the company
more competitive and sustainable in
the long term.
Hunt welcomed
IMPACTвЂ™S
INSTITUTE
of
TechnologiesвЂ™ branch has given
a conditional welcome to the
Hunt report on higher education,
but has warned that any new fee
structure must not stop the most
financially vulnerable from entering
third level education. Meanwhile,
the unionвЂ™s
VEC branch, which
represents over 1,400 management
and administrative staff, has said
that the VEC sector is best placed
to successfully run and manage the
third level grants scheme.
SNA talks
TALKS ABOUT a review of special
needs assistant (SNA) terms and
conditions have been underway
between IMPACT and the education
department. The review was agreed
as part of the Croke Park deal. The
union has also been seeking an SNA
redeployment scheme through the
Labour Relations Commission.
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Union rights under attack
EUROPEвЂ™S MAIN trade union confederation has flatly accused the European Commission of
interfering in Irish arrangements for workers rights, including wages.
A letter sent by the European Trade Union Confederation (ETUC) to EU Commissioner Olli
Rehn, strongly denounced what it described as вЂњthe diktat pressures from Commission officials
to cut minimum wages and pensions, to reduce wage вЂ�rigiditiesвЂ™ and to make labour markets
more flexible in Greece and Ireland.вЂќ
ETUC general secretary John Monks
has demanded an emergency meeting
with Mr Rehn to clarify matters, and
warned that the ETUC would not
support EU actions along these lines.
The ETUC said it acted after receiving
reports from Irish and Greek trade
unions about the role of Commission
officials in implementing EU-IMF
вЂ�rescueвЂ™ packages. There is continued
debate in Ireland about whether it
was the outgoing Government, the EU
or the IMF that wanted to include the
minimum wage cut in the deal done
last November.
The organisation has also reacted
angrily to a European Council
discussion document on a so-called
вЂ�competitiveness pact,вЂ™ which seeks
to meddle in national minimum
wages and wage bargaining systems.
According to Monks, the proposal is
for вЂњa perverse pact for lower living
standards, more inequality and more
precarious work,вЂќ which ignores вЂњall
the lessons of the recession.вЂќ
COMMENT
THIS IS a crucial year for workers as unions continue the
fight to protect incomes and jobs in the face of public
service cuts.
IMPACT pulled out the stops to protect public service
jobs and pay as the Croke Park agreement came under
attack in the last quarter of 2010. It won support for
the deal from all major political parties during the
election campaign. It ensured that last DecemberвЂ™s
Budget changes to public service pay scales and
pensions protected serving staff. And it is working to
prevent unnecessary cuts in the community sector and
commercial organisations like Aer Lingus.
The next 18 months will be a crucial period as the
union works to prevent compulsory redundancies or a
third attack on public service pay following 2009вЂ™s socalled вЂ�pension levyвЂ™ and the pay cuts implemented last
year. That means we have to ensure that Croke Park
is implemented and delivers savings on a scale that
prevents further pay cuts.
If people are not part of the union they make themselves
more vulnerable and they weaken the position of all
workers. We must value and maintain our collective
strength as union members regardless of whether we
work in the public, voluntary or commercial sector.
Meanwhile, the new Irish programme
for Government promises to reform
the current law on employeesвЂ™ rights to engage in collective bargaining (the Industrial Relations
(Amendment) Act 2001), so as to ensure compliance by the State with recent judgements of the
European Court of Human Rights.
Schools in revolt
IMPACTвЂ™s School SecretariesвЂ™ branch has
overwhelmingly backed industrial action to
oppose a 5% pay cut, which was imposed in
January. The education department ordered
that school secretariesвЂ™ and caretakersвЂ™ pay
be cut on the same scales applied to public
servants last year, even though they are paid
well below public service rates. In practice, it
means cut of 5% for most, including some
on barely more than the minimum wage.
Caretakers are also likely to ballot after 72%
of school secretaries endorsed industrial
action. IMPACT official Brendan McKay said
the goal was to have the вЂњunjust and unfairвЂќ
pay cuts reversed. The workers affected are
indirectly funded by education department
grants to individual schools and VECs.
IMPACT has long campaigned against the
two-tier pay system, which sees some school
secretaries paid directly by the Department of
Education and Science and others paid much
less through the grant system.
вЂњThe employers have consistently blocked our
efforts to link these workersвЂ™ pay to the public
service. Now they want to establish a phoney
link in order to make a savage cut to their pay,вЂќ
he said.
Union business
Good news
for the low
paid
Photo: Photocall Ireland
THE NEW Government has said it will reverse
the в‚¬1 an hour cut in the statutory minimum
wage within its first 100 days. This was a
priority campaign issue for IMPACT and the
Irish Congress of Trade Unions after the cut in
the pay floor was introduced by the outgoing
Government in its last budget.
However, the new administration is to press
ahead with вЂњreformвЂќ of the Joint Labour
Committee (JLC) structure, which sets
minimum pay and conditions, above the
statutory base, in certain sectors.
Unions, who fear the declaration that вЂњreform
options will examine the rate of pay for Davenport hotel staff won as the new Government pledged minimum wage reversal.
atypical hoursвЂќ could lead to a reduction in
weekend and overtime rates set by JLCs, have
rate should be restored, and that they should be reimbursed
vowed to keep up the pressure on the new Government.
for wages lost since they were removed from their rosters in
early February.
The moves came as new evidence from the TASC think tank
said reducing JLC rates was unlikely to create jobs, although it
The Labour Court rejected the hotelвЂ™s claim that the pay cut
would impact negatively on income tax receipts and consumer
was necessary to sustain jobs because the company provided
demand. TASC says UK research showed that employment
no financial information to back up its claim.
did not increase when the earnings of low-waged workers
were reduced.
The victory came after an energetic trade union campaign,
which saw high-profile election candidates including Enda
Meanwhile, there was another victory for low paid workers
Kenny, Joan Burton, Aongus OвЂ™Snodaigh and Joe Higgins visit
when the Labour Court ordered DublinвЂ™s Davenport hotel to
the workersвЂ™ picket after they had been taken off roster for
reinstate five SIPTU members sacked after refusing to accept
refusing to sign new contracts which included the pay cuts.
a cut in their minimum wage. The court also said their pay
Government compromise on numbers
THE NEW programme for government substantially reduces
Fine Gael plans for 30,000 public service job cuts. But its
objective of a 22-25,000 reduction by 2015 is a significant
increase on LabourвЂ™s projected figure.
The programme rules out compulsory redundancies, makes
a commitment to restore the value of the minimum wage,
and substantially reduces the scale of Fine GaelвЂ™s proposed
privatisation plans. During the election both government
parties said they would honour the Croke Park agreement.
The deal says в‚¬2 billion worth of вЂњnon-strategicвЂќ state assets
will be targeted for sale, a huge decrease in earlier Fine Gael
plans that envisaged the possible sell-off of much more
including Bord Gais Energy and ESB power generation, which
its manifesto said could alone raise в‚¬4 billion.
However, the document says the new Government will open
up the delivery of public services to a range of providers
вЂњwhere appropriateвЂќ and makes a specific pledge to introduce
competitive tendering for local waste collection services. This
will allow both private contractors and local authorities to
bid to provide services, including in areas where services are
currently provided by private companies.
The new Government intends to maintain current income tax
rates, bands and credits. But it says it will вЂњreduce, cap or
abolish property tax reliefs and other tax shelters which benefit
very high earnersвЂќ and implement a minimum effective tax rate
of 30% for very high earners. It will keep the 12.5% corporate
tax rate.
It intends to consider various options for a site valuation tax
and will introduce water charges based on metering, with a
вЂ�free allowance.вЂ™ It has pledged no cuts in child benefit or social
welfare rates and a review of the universal social charge.
Get more detail from our election pages on www.impact.ie
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Sport
Football is dominated by the Premiership
and Champions League. Some say the
magic of the FA Cup, and the final in
particular, has all been lost as a result.
KEVIN NOLAN looks at the competitionвЂ™s
fading status, and recalls a golden age of
sunny days at Wembley.
Match of
FA Cup final Saturday. For anyone under the age of 50, those
few words hold a very special meaning. Because that day
meant turning on the TV at around 10am and sticking to the
one channel вЂ“ BBC 1 usually because even back then UTV was
rubbish вЂ“ until 5pm.
Hard to believe in this age of Sky Sports news
and incessant broadcasting of football, but in
the 1980s there were no jobs and there was no
football on TV. A live league game was shown on
British TV for the first time in 1983.
YouвЂ™d watch the cup final teams having breakfast at their
hotel, boarding the bus to Wembley, paths to the final, all the
trimmings.
So the cup final was a big deal, to watch and certainly
to play in.
Even better if you were Irish and could see
heroes like Ronnie Whelan, Liam Brady,
Frank Stapleton or Kevin Moran in the
flesh.
The thrill came from seeing great teams playing
out great matches, with the added bonus of
a guaranteed shock every few years. Think
Southampton beating Manchester United in 1976, or
a very good Brighton side вЂ“ heavily influenced by Irish
players вЂ“ taking Manchester United to a replay in 1983.
But that thrill is no more, not even for the teams
competing in it.
вЂњSo the cup final was a big dealвЂ¦
But that thrill is no more, not even
for the teams competing in it.вЂќ
The FA Cup final is no longer something that players
dream about playing in and winning. Right now itвЂ™s seen
as a cumbersome annoyance to players, extending their
season for a few weeks, thus depriving those millionaires
of an extra few days holiday at their exclusive villa in
Spain or their Dubai apartment.
Managers have no interest in it either and the FA Cup
comes very low on the list of priorities. Winning the cup
in 1976 helped Lawrie McMenemy make a name for
himself. But вЂ�onlyвЂ™ winning the cup in a season cannot
guarantee the managerвЂ™s job at Manchester City or
Chelsea.
Did those players who thrilled the world in great FA Cup
finals, like Liam Brady and Ricky Villa, ever think a day
would come when someone would rate finishing fourth
in the league as a bigger achievement than winning the
FA Cup?
Photos: gettyimages
Well thatвЂ™s just what Harry Redknapp feels, as he showed
with his reaction to Tottenham finishing fourth, and thus
qualifying for the Champions League, last season.
вЂњItвЂ™s even better than winning the cup. The cup you can u
1953вЂ™s glorious вЂњMatthews FinalвЂќ.
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The
legacy of
difficult
times?
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f the day
Pure magic: SouthamptonвЂ™s cup victory over Manchester United shocked the football world.
win with some lucky draws. You all know that if you can get some nice draws,
three or four wins and you are there. But I think this a better achievement,вЂќ
said Redknapp, who led Portsmouth to a cup win in 2008.
The Cup has no meaning to the big clubs like Chelsea, for whom the
Premiership and Champions League are the only shows in town, the only gigs
worth turning up for.
But when clubs like Reading and Wolves relegate the FA Cup on their list of
priorities, football has a problem. A few years ago, the then Reading boss
Steve Coppell prepared for an FA Cup tie by resting seven of his players.
The chance of a run to Wembley and a possible place in Europe should be a
real attraction for a minor club like Reading, but for Coppell, the FA Cup was
just an obstacle. No tears shed when his side went out of it.
Squad rotation is an acceptable part of the game right now, but it wasnвЂ™t
always thus. Liverpool won the English league in 1984 using just 15 players.
Yes, thatвЂ™s 15 players. Last season the Reds employed the services of 30
players in the league. Was that recent team of players like Philipp Degen
and Andrei Voronin twice as good as Joe FaganвЂ™s side of Lawrenson, Hansen,
Dalglish and Whelan?
ItвЂ™s not just the FA Cup that gets this treatment. Look at what happens when
clubs play in the Europa League. Teams like Bolton and Aston Villa, who have
not exactly bombarded their fans with trophies in recent seasons, fielded
weakened teams for European matches to focus on the league.
And thereвЂ™s no real sign of those attitudes changing. The chance of Stoke City
will at least raise interest in the FA Cup on this side of the Irish sea because
they have four Irish players in the team right now. Dads can sit their sons and
daughters down in front of the TV on May 14 and recall a time when Liam
Brady lit up Wembley with his skills.
But those dads should be prepared for little SeГЎn and Maura to yawn and just
ask: вЂњDad, this is boring. When is the Premier League back?вЂќ l
Sporting Fingal FC, just like Jedward,
were due to represent Ireland in Europe
this season, after the Dublin club qualified
for the Europa League. The club was an
initiative of Fingal County Council, and
gave rise to the Sporting Fingal Community
Trust which we featured in Work & Life last
autumn.
But amazingly, the Grimes twins have
managed to outlast Fingal who are no
longer in existence as a football club.
They decided to drop out of the League
of Ireland before the 2011 season started,
having failed to find a new financial backer
after their previous benefactor, Gerry
Gannon, found himself enmeshed in the
affairs of NAMA.
The FAI, in trying to put a positive spin
on the demise of Fingal, claimed that
the collapse of a football club was to be
expected at a time when hundreds of
companies are going bust.
That doesnвЂ™t take into account the fact
that football clubs went bust during times
of boom: Fingal join Dublin City FC and
Kilkenny City on the list of deceased clubs,
while the companies which ran the affairs
of Cork City and Derry City вЂ“ two very
successful outfits on the field вЂ“ also went
under.
Fingal followed the example of countless
League of Ireland clubs in making the most
basic mistake possible вЂ“ spending more
money than you are taking in. Fingal had
no way of matching the wage demands of
their 20-man squad with their income.
It does seem that some lessons are being
learned as Shamrock Rovers вЂ“ current
Premier Division champions and favourites
to win the league again in 2011 вЂ“ have stuck
rigidly to their pay structure. Bohemians
now operate with a wage bill of just 10
per cent of their spending on wages in the
boom times. But there can be no guarantee
that Sporting Fingal will be the last League
of Ireland club to perish l
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HOW TO PLAY:
Fill in the grid so that every row, column
and 3x3 box contains the digits 1вЂ“9.
There is no maths involved. You solve it
with reasoning and logic.
8
4
9
в‚¬
Prize quiz
Just answer five easy
questions and you
could win в‚¬50.
YOU COULD add в‚¬50 to your wallet or
purse by answering five easy questions
and sending your entry, name and
address to Roisin Nolan, Work & Life
prize quiz, IMPACT, NerneyвЂ™s Court,
Dublin 1. Send your entry by Friday 3rd
June 2011. WeвЂ™ll send в‚¬50 to the first
completed entry pulled from the hat.*
YouвЂ™ll find the answers in this issue of
Work & Life.
1.
A.
B.
C.
Writer Amanda Brobyn used to be:
An investment banker
A parking clamper
An arms dealer
2.
A.
B.
C.
The new Government aims to cut:
22,000 public service jobs
25,000 public service jobs
Somewhere between the two
3. Upcycling is:
A. Turning old clothes into something
new
B. Peddling in the mountains
C. Predicting the economic upturn
4. ChocolateвЂ™s aphrodisiac properties
are:
A. Amazing
B. Disappointing
C. Unproven
5. How many people are officially
homeless?
A. 240
B. 2,400
C. 24,000
The small print*
You must be a paid-up IMPACT member to win.
Only one entry per person (multiple entries will not
be considered). Entries must reach us by Friday 3rd
June 2011. The editorвЂ™s decision is final.
ThatвЂ™s it!
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3
2
7
4
5
5
4
8
2
6
3
5
9
3
5
1
3
8
2
6
7
8
4
1
2
3
5
6
6
3
7
5
2
6
1
2
Easy
6
3
4
8
2
4
9
8
4
7
9
1
1
7
5
7
7
8
2
win
Difficult
Across
1. On your own (5)
5. A mall for an animal (5)
8. The play might start here at three
(7)
9. Type of tree (5)
10. Broadcasted the anger in advert
briefly (5)
11. Included as a guest (7)
14. Pertaining to sodium (5)
17. Clever sting (5)
20. Earn or merit (7)
21. Juicy large sweet fruit sounds nasty
(4)
22. Hand ...., school ...., clutch ....,
shoulder .... (4)
23. Colourless gas used in welding (9)
24. Holy war waged by Muslims against
infidels (5)
27. Sloping channel sounds dangerous
(5)
30. Unborn at 41 weeks (7)
32. Sweet liquidy substance (5)
33. Fruity encounters (5)
34. Parsimony in lava ricepaper (7)
35. Is seen in know edward (5)
36. Journal (5)
Down
1. Book of maps (5)
2. O dare to turn round the rowed (5)
3. Principle of right and wrong (5)
4. Hindu dress draped around the
body (5)
5. Goes ahead in upset deals (5)
6. Heart valve (5)
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PRIZE CROSSWORD
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
14
15
16
12
13
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
32
33
34
35
36
Crossword composed by Maureen Harkin
7.
12.
13.
15.
16.
18.
19.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
Inspection of accounting procedures (5)
Saint of lovers (9)
Been to many places (9)
Japanese art of paper folding (7)
Film ....... Jones (7)
Famous Shakespearean play (7)
Allow follows O for a hair style (7)
He of the Golden Fleece (5)
Wood or Grove (5)
Under the influence of narcotics (5)
Gave in (5)
Traul becomes extreme (5)
See some of what one writes say for homework (5)
Win в‚¬50 by completing the crossword and sending your entry, name and address to Roisin Nolan,
Work & Life crossword, IMPACT, NerneyвЂ™s Court, Dublin 1, by Friday 3rd June 2011.
WeвЂ™ll send в‚¬50 to the first correct entry pulled from a hat.
Winners!
The winners from competitions in the spring issue were:
Crossword: Charles Fahy, Forest Service.
Book Competition: Sandra Malone, Longford.
Quiz: Helen OвЂ™Neill, AMNCH.
Survey: Peter Kelly, FGE.
Lots more competitions to enter in this issue!
Your view
n
i
w100
в‚¬
How do you like
Work & Life?
WE HOPE you enjoyed this issue of Work & Life, the
magazine for IMPACT members. We want to hear your
views, and weвЂ™re offering a в‚¬100 prize to one lucky
winner who completes this questionnaire.
Simply complete this short survey and send it to Roisin Nolan,
Work & Life survey, IMPACT, NerneyвЂ™s Court, Dublin 1. You can also
send your views by email to [email protected].
WeвЂ™ll send в‚¬100 to the first completed entry pulled from a hat.*
And donвЂ™t forget, weвЂ™re also giving prizes for letters published in the next issue.
See page 21.
The survey
4. What were your least favourite articles?
1 __________________________________________________
2 __________________________________________________
1. What did you think of the articles in the summer
2011 issue of Work & Life ?
Excellent
o
Good
o
Okay
o
Bad
o
Awful
o
Comments ________________________________________
__________________________________________________
__________________________________________________
2. What did you think of the layout, style and pictures in
the summer 2011 issue of Work & Life?
3 __________________________________________________
5. What subjects would you like to see in future issues
of Work & Life ?
1 __________________________________________________
2 __________________________________________________
3 __________________________________________________
6. What did you think of the balance between union
news and other articles?
The balance is about right
o
I want more union news
o
I want less union news
o
Excellent
o
7. Any other comments? ______________________________
Good
o
__________________________________________________
Okay
o
__________________________________________________
Bad
o
__________________________________________________
Awful
o
Comments ________________________________________
__________________________________________________
__________________________________________________
3. What were your favourite three articles?
__________________________________________________
Name ________________________________________________
Address ______________________________________________
__________________________________________________
__________________________________________________
1 __________________________________________________
Email ________________________________________________
2 __________________________________________________
Phone ________________________________________________
3 __________________________________________________
IMPACT branch ______________________________________
The small print*
You must be a paid-up IMPACT member to win. Only one entry per person (multiple entries will not be considered).
Entries must reach us by Friday 3rd June 2011. The editorвЂ™s decision is final. ThatвЂ™s it!
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Commercial membership services
MPACT has facilitated the provision of a number of national membership services and discount schemes on behalf of its members. These include Additional Voluntary Contribution Schemes (Pensions),
Life Assurance, Salary Protection in the case of illness and Car, House and Travel Insurance Schemes. A number of local discount schemes are also negotiated by local branches.
I
The Union uses the size and composition of its membership base and, where possible, competition between the various service providers, to seek the best possible deals for the widest possible sections
of our membership. It is probable that the majority of members will get better value from these schemes than if they sought the same service individually. However, this will not be true in all cases and
there will be occasions where individual members may, because of their specific circumstances, be able to get better value elsewhere. It is not possible always to ensure that all schemes will be accessible equally to all members and the scheme underwriters will not depart totally from their normal actuarial or risk assessment procedures and rules.
IMPACT does not make any claims as to the quality or reliability of any of these products/services and while advising members of the availability of the National Membership Services and Discount
Schemes does not endorse or recommend any particular product or service. IMPACT's role is that of facilitator to ensure that such schemes are available to its members. All contracts are directly between
the product/service provider and the individual member. IMPACT is not in any way a party to these contracts and will not accept any responsibility or liability arising from any act or omission on the part
of the product or service provider. Neither IMPACT nor any member of its staff receives any fees or commissions or other rewards from these product or service providers arising from such schemes.
While IMPACT does occasionally provide such product/service providers with limited information regarding IMPACT branch and/or workplace representatives for the purpose of advertising such schemes,
the Union does not make any personal data relating to individual Union members available to them for any purpose.
The Union requires that product/service providers agree to ensure that all such schemes comply with all lawful requirements including the Equal Status Act 2000.
Advertisements for agreed membership services will have an
FACILITATED
logo on them.
Some of the companies providing agreed membership services may offer other products or services (that are not as a result of any agreement or arrangement with IMPACT) directly to IMPACT members.
The Union has no role whatsoever in relation to such products or services. Likewise, other product or service providers may make offers directly to IMPACT members through advertisements in the Union
newspaper or otherwise. These do not arise as a result of agreements or arrangements with IMPACT and the Union does not ask members to consider availing of such products/services and accepts no
responsibility whatsoever for any such offers.
The product/service providers with which IMPACT has agreed the provision of membership services and/or discount schemes are as follows:
Brassington & Co. Ltd.
Cornmarket Group Financial Services Ltd.
Travel Insurance вЂ“ all Divisions.
Car Insurance вЂ“ all Divisions.
Salary Protection and Life Assurance вЂ“
Local Government and Health Divisions only.
Group Insurance Services (GIS)
Marsh Financial Services Ltd.
Car Insurance вЂ“ all Divisions.
AVC Schemes вЂ“ all Divisions excluding Municipal Employees.
House Insurance вЂ“ all Divisions.
Salary Protection and Life Assurance вЂ“ Civil Service and Services & Enterprises Divisions only.
December 2004
DISCLAIMER (Approved by CEC 10th December 2004)
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